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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

There are thousands
of contaminated
sites in Canada.
The contamination
has
arisen from private
sector industrial
activities
or public
sector public
works or
defence
activities.
Petroleum,
petro-chemicals,
heavy
metals,
wood
preservatives,
farm or forestry
chemicals
and radioactive
materials
are common
contaminating
materials.
Soils and groundwater
beau the brunt
of the
immediate
effects
but there are often
Sign&ant
related
threats
to human
health
and to the natural
environment.
This plus the hindrance
to future
development
opportunities
caused
by uncertainties
in the present
regulatory
regimes
in the country
provide
adequate
reason for a focussed
effort to resolve
the wide range of issues related to contaminated
sites.
The Financial
Services
Task
Force
of the National
Round
Table
on the
Environment
and the Economy
has assumed
the task of investigating
the broad
issues related
to contaminated
sites and of generating
ideas for the resolution
of two of the more critical
ones. The availability
of site specitïc information
on
contaminated
sites and an investigation
into the barriers
to the redevelopment
of brownfield
sites and how those barriers
could be overcome
are the subjects
of other papers commissioned
by this task force.
This paper reviews the broad
issues and the context
for the detailed
work being undertaken
on site-specific
information
and browntïelds.
Information

Needs

The nature
and sise of Canada’s
problems
related to contaminated
sites are not
we,ll known.
This Complic&es
planning
and budgeting
for their clean-up
or
management,
particularly
in these times of tight fïnancial
resources.
There is
no agreement
on the environmental
or health
significance
of small, residential
contaminated
sites.
Consequently,
little or no information
is being collected
on
these properties.
Existing
information
on contaminated
lands is net crossreferenced
to land registry
systems,
nor are data-bases
presently
in use in
Canada
compatible
or easily accessible
to allow
the sharing
of information
Finally,
current
among
regulators,
developers
or members
of the public.
budgets
demand
that cleanup
and management
priorities
be set carefully
SO
that the best effect cari be obtained
from the limited
money available.
Available
site characterization
data are insuffcient
to support
this.
The

Allocation

of Liability

Regulatory
inconsistencv
among
the provinces
and territories
in the way
liability
is allooated
emerges
as a significant
concern.
Different
approaches,
or
in some cases a lack of a clear approach,
to the use of the “fairness’
and
“polluter
pays”
principles,
the application
or non-application
of a “deep
pockcts”
approach,
th~c use of joint and several
liability,
the application
of
prospective

liability
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and

bave

retroactivc

led

to

liability,

uncertainty

tlw

use of an initial

for

developers,

hoad

lenders,

or narrow

the

public

net of

and
I

governments.
Specific
guidance
is required
respecting
Directors
and Oftïrers
shoultl
be included
in liability
Much work has been done on tieveloping
and explor-ing
approaches.
Thc most impor-tanî~
necds arc for more
various
jurisdictions
in the deter-mination
of iiability
commitment
to reduce i.he need for litigation.
How

Clean

if and how lenders or
allocation
processes.
the vax-ious available
uniformity
among
the
and a greater
overall

is Clean?

Resolution
of this question
is importants
for the initial designation
of a site, for
setting
priorities
for clcan-up
among
several sites and for determining
what
constitutes
a “clean”
site.
There is debate
on whether
clean-up
standards
should
be common
across
the c.ountry
or- should
be responsive
to local
conditions,
needs and priorities.
This debate
Will need to be resolved
and a11
major
interests
should
be involved
in that resolution.
Risk assessment
is
emerging
rapidly
as a technically
acceptable
approach,
however,
the public
As management
and containment
options
lacks comfort
with it at this time.
for site remediation
gain in acceptance,
special
efforts
Will be required
to
ensure
that unreasonable
obligations
are not placed
on future
generations.
Finally,
whether
or not certificates
of compliance
are issued
for properly
completed
remediation
remains
an issue lacking
a uniform
response
across the
country.
Funding

Orphan

Site

Clean-up

Canada
has a number
of orphnn
contaminated
sites, sites for which no viable
responsible
parties
cari be found.
‘l‘bcse sites need clean-up
or management
to
varying
degr-ces but since
rhe expiry
of the National
Contaminated
Sites
Remediat:ion
Program
there bas been no dependable
mechanism
in most of the
countr?
to ensure that suc11 clean-up
occurs.
If a mechanism
is not developcd,
orphan
sites may remain
in thcil- p~csent
starr with a possible
consequent
threat to the environment
or human
health.
A complication
in the debate is the
existence
of orphan
shares of sites, or elements
of contamination
for which
a
An appropriate
funding
mechanism
may
responsible
party cannot
be found.
involve multiple
parties.
The management
structure
for any fund should reflect
the sources of that fund.

alterations
to the Bill Will follow.
The implementation
be monitored
and assessed
by all affected
parties.
Brownfield

of these

changes

should

Sites

Many cities in Canada
have abandoned
or idle commercial
or industrial
lands
which
are contaminated,
making
them more diffïcult
to x-e-develop.
There are
many reasons
for returning’
this land to productive
use including
the fact that
most browntïelds
are already
close to services
and are therefore
easier
to
develop
than new sites, that inner cities benefit
from such rejuvenation,
that
tax revenues
csn be restored
and urban
sprawl cari be avoided.
Settling
issues
of liability
allocation,
how clean is clean and information
availability
Will go a
long way towards
making
the re-development
of browntïelds
easier.
While tïrst
steps have been taken, there may be initiatives
that could be pursued
by the
tïnancial
services sector which could contribute
to the overall solution.
Societal

Costs

The question
of societal
costs arises in ail discussions
about
who should
pay
for the clean-up
of orphan
sites or orphan
shares of sites.
A few short years
ago there
was a broad
acceptance
that
social
costs should
be borne
by
governments.
Several
circumstances
have led some interests
to advocate
a
broader
sharing
of responsibility
for societal
costs.
One possible
mechanism
for that is the purchase
of ‘no-fault
shares”
by a range of parties
to create any
necessary
fund.
The consequence
of not resolving
the issue of who pays
societal costs may be unremediated
sites that remain
or become a threat to the
environment
and to human
health.
The

Role

of Insurance

The future
role of insurance
in contaminated
sites should
probably
be to caver
sudden
or fortuitous
occurrences
resulting
in the release
of contaminating
mate&&
to soils, and ground
or surface waters.
A number
of conditions
seem
to b.e essential
for insurance
to assume
its full role in environmental
protection.
These
include
consistent
national
environmental
standards,
strong
and
consistent
enforcement,
and a commitment
to pollution
prevention,
a?nong
others.
National
accreditation
processes
for environmental
auditors
and site
assessors
are now largely in place and Will aid insurers
and others, in assessing
environmental
risks.
These professionals,
as well as insurers,
are well placed
to play a role in improving
enforcement.
The

Prevention

of Future

Contamination

Pollution
prevention
is gaining
momentum
in Canada
but there are pockets
of
Both the public
and private
inertia
both in business
and in governments.
sectors have embarked
on initiatives
supportive
of this goal.
However,
there is
much work to do in developing
a new regulatory
regime which
accommodates
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an appropriate
mix
of voluntary
and
traditional
command
and
elements,
accommodates
the use of tïnancial
assurances
and fïts within
cost pricing
economic
system.
Miscellaneous

control
a full-

Issues

There are a number
of technical
issues
which
need to be solved
to aid in
In this time of declinmg
assessing
and cleaning
up contaminated
sites.
environmental
protection
budgets,
a system for setting priorities
is important
to
ensure that the most critical technical
questions
are addressed.
Municipalities
have often
to contaminated
sites.
governments
in developing
Political
Will
contamination.

is

been too distant
from deliberations
They
should
fit hand-in-glove
and implementing
such policies.

sometimes

lacking

in

the

prevention

on policies related
with
provincial

and

limiting

Communication
and understanding
among
the myriad
interested
parties
should be a consideration
when technical
experts develop and use terminology
to describe
their activities.
Public

Involvement

The public is relatively
poorly informed
about contaminated
sites.
Information
systems
should be supportive
of openness
and easy access for the public.
A
gap has developed
and appears
to be deepening
between
technical
experts and
the public.
Bridging
this gap Will take considerable
effort but Will pay
dividends
in shared ownership
of problems
and solutions
regarding
contaminated
sites. A technique
that may help in the bridging
process is a
two-way
education
approach
in which a11 parties
share their information
and
perspectives
and are prepared
to learn from each other.
If this gap is not
bridged,
diffïculties
in implementing
solutions
for specitïc contaminated
sites
cari be expected.
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INTRODUCTION

Contaminated
sites is one of those issues that has been with us for longer than
we cari remember.
We created them, often unknowingly.
We lived in ignorance
of them, sometimes
while we or the environment
around
us experienced
subtle
or not-so-subtle
effects.
As the effects grew beyond
the subtle,
we became
conscious
of contamination,
slowly
learning
cause and effect.
We a*-e sl:ill
learning
and need to learn much more.
There are thousands,
maybe even tens of thousands,
of contaminated
sites in
Canada.
We do not know.
The sites we know about are of various
compleuity
and seriousness.
It is probably
fair t.o say ‘that eve~y site requires
some
management.
Most Will probably.require
clean-up
to some degree.
Some of t:he
required
clean-up
is expensive.
Some of the management
requirements
are
extensive
and long-lasting
while others are simpler
and cheaper.
Still, one is
justified
in saying
that
for a11 sites,
both
known
and as yet unknown,
prevention
would bave been the cheapest
option.
But this has always been an
elusive
lesson and Will not right itself overnight.
It will only be corrected
by
persistent
efforts that yield incremental
but significant
improvements.
Soi1 and
groundwater
contamination
bave many
sources.
The bulk
of
contaminated
sites probably
originate
from leaked petroleum
products.
Such
leaks bave occurred
from petroleum
refineries
and other facilities
owned
and
operated
by the petroleum
companirs
thrmselves;
from thc st:ora,ge of suc11
products
on mine sites, manufaacturing
facilities,
service stations,
farms and
residences.
However,
there
are other
sources.
There
are other
raw materials
or byproducts
of manufacturing
such as heavy metals;
theie are wastes
and byproducts
from woocl-treating
facilit:ies;
from mining
and milling
operarions;
from farm or forestly
chemical
for-mularion
and application;
and, from Inn&
filling
operations
which
bave been inadequately
managed
and cont.ain
a11
manner
of contaminants.
These
last cari be veritable
chemical
cocktails
yielding
undetermined
and unpredictable
synergistic
effects.
A source often left
out of discussions
on contaminated
sites is radioactive
material
from Canada’s
experimental
programs
under
the AEXL, nuclear
thermal
power generation
by
various
utilities
in New Brunswick,
Quebec
and Ontario
and uranium
mining
activities
in Saskatchewan
and Ontario.
The National
Round
Table has had some historv
of involvement
in issues
relatecl to contaminated
sites.
In 1992, a morking
paper was commissioned
i:o
deal with lender antl investor
issues xising
from contaminatcd
sixes.

involved
identifying
key issues,
was undcrtaken
contaminated
kand rose to the top of the list.

and

issues

related

to

Realizing
that there is a labyrinth
of issues related
to contaminat~cd
sites and a
“es-y tight budget
within
which
t.o work,
the Financial
Services
‘Task Forw
The Task
Force,
wit~h NRTEE
recognized
the need
to focus
its efforts.
agreement,
decided
to focus on troo specific
issues
in which
i:he financial
1) improving
site specific data on the
services sector has considerable
interest:
environmental
condition
of land and the wzcessibility
of those data, and 2) the
re-development
of brownfield
sites.
Papers bave been commissioned
on each of
these issues.
In addition,
the Task For-ce requested
that this paper be done to
identify
and describe
the evolution
of the main
national
issues
related
to
contaminated
sites, and to help set the c,ontext
for t~he work on situe specific
data and brownfïelds.
Al1 three papers Will be considered
at
in the last quarter
of 1996 and the
these meetings
Will be on solutions
to
contribute,
not solutions
to serve only

lïve multi-stakeholder
meetings
to be held
fïrst quarter
of 1997.
The emphasis
at
which the fïnancial
services industry
cari
that sector.

What
follows
in this
paper
is a broad
exploration
of the
significant
contaminated
sites issues facing Canadians.
Concern
about public
healrh and
the enviI-onment
give rise to the issues that, arc grouped
under- the folloming
hradings:
*
l

.
l

.
.
l
l
l
l
l

Information
Needs
The Allocation
of Liability
How Clean is Clean?
Funding
of Orphan
Site Clean-up
Properties
and Oprrations
in Bankrupt~c‘
Brownfield
Sites
Societal
Costs
The Role of Insurance
The Prevention
of Future Contamination
Miscellaneous
Issues
Public Involvement

The order of their presentation
is not an indication
of their relative
importance
with one exception.
It is the author’s
belief that public involvement
is essential
to addressing
any of the other issues and, thus it should
be rhc last issue.
In
eacb section,
the issues are discussed
and then summarizetl.
An Exccutivc
Summary
artempts
to highlight
1:he major questions
l’acing Cana~tlians
in regard
t.0 contaminated
sites.
‘Ile numhcr
of issuïs
brforc
Canadians
is dauniii-15; :in(!. i:onsi(!(~~wci in ilheir
totaiity,
may seem a hopelessly
long lisr.
lio\v,T:ei-.
Iii<<, a,>\~ i~l11(.1~ <~o;llJ,l<r
problem,
this one cari be solved by t.akin g logiral
and incrcmenl~ai
steps.
A

comprehensive
process
is required
which
involves
a11 the interested
parties.
Those parties
should
bring
the correct
attitudes
to the table,
examine
the
issues, put them in order of priority
and begin to work on them one or two at a
time.
The situation
is not hopeless,
but it is serious
and onl,y’our
best cooperative
efforts Will resolve the problems.
The NRTEE is, first and foremost,
a
co-operative
body and is extremely
well-positioned
to moderate
a consensus
among
interested
parties
on the need for next steps and how and by whom
those next steps Will be taken.
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2.0

INFOEWIATION

NEEDS

INTRODUCTION
The need for information
on contaminated
sites in Canada
is very great.
The
needs range from the most basic such as how many contaminated
sites there
are, to the detailed,
such as how mobile
the contaminants
are in a particular
soil, or what impact Will be felt in an aspen parkland,
for example,
from spilled
farm chemicals.
Most sectors
of our society
require,
at one time or another,
information
on
contaminated
sites
the public,
regulators,
industry,
insurers,
non-profit
organisations.
Such
information
is needed
to purchase
property,
protect
property
values,
protect
health,
make investments,
assess risks, put possible
expenditures
in order
of priority,
and
assess
liabilities.
Some
of this
information
is collected,
but much
less of it is readily
available
as it is
dispersed
in dozens of data bases across the country,
many of which
do not
relate to one another.
Proper resolution
more information
lack of information
bave been made.
new information,
DISCUSSION

of the other issues in this paper almost
inevitably
requires
than is currently
available
or accessible.
In some cases, the
has meant
no decision
has been made.
In others,
choices
These choices,
in some instances,
have had to be revised
as
understandings
and interpretations
emerge.

OF ISSUES

The need for information
on contaminated
sites arises in a numbcr
of ways and
for a number
of reasons.
Firstly,
it arises simply
because
we do not always
know of the existence
of a site. Subsequently,
it may arise because
we need to
know if there is any imminent
threat posed to human
health.
Or, we need to
know if the contamination
on site cari migrate
and cause a problem
to adjacent
properties.
These
information
needs
cari
be triggered
by
previously
unexplained
health problems,
municipal
land use planning
exercises,
proposed
re-zoning
of previously
used
lands,
proposals
for re-development
or reor by changes
in government
regulatory
occupation
of abandoned
land,
requirements
or industry
codes of practice.
An immediate
information
need relates to determining
the scope and nature
of
the problem.
How many contaminated
sites are there?
What kind and degree
of contamination
is there?
These answers
are not known.
Voluntary
reporting
of contaminated
sites has been encouraged
by many governments
across the
country
for some time.
However,
mandatory
reporting
requirements
are only
now emerging.
Although
some urban municipalities
bave done full inventories
of potential
contaminated
sites,
the
federal,
provincial
and
territorial
governments
do not bave equivalent
information
within
their respective
political
boundaries.
These data deficiencies
make it very difficult
to develop a rational
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strategy
for progressive
clear-up
of major sites.
In the absence
of this basic
information,
one is unable
to determine,
for example,
the size of fund required
for the clean-up
of orphan
sites.
One cannot
have reasonable
certainty
that a
property
being considered
for purchase,
loan or insurance
is clean or is not
adjacent
to or threatened
by a dirty site.
In the
possible
be tbat
widely
response
whose

case of orphan
sites, probably
more is known
than is publicized.
It is
that regulators
know about more sites than they acknowledge.
It may
when money is not available
for clean-up,
there is a reluctance
to talk
about
sites that
may require
remediation.
Certainly,
the public
to knowledge
of “newn sites is predictable,
especially
from
those
land values may be impacted
or their health impaired.

There are other complications
in deterrnining
the nature
of the problem.
Take,
for example,
the case of small residential
fuel storage
tanks.
These may be
Yet, some U.S.
either
buried
or above
ground.
They are not registered.
experience
suggests
that the likelihood
of leaks is greater
in small tanks than
in large.
They are made of thinner
materials.
Perhaps
less tare is .taken in
their installation
or they are not well monitored.
Knowledge
of this aspect of
the problem
could greatly affect realty prices, insurance
and lending
risks.
Another
consideration
that affects
the nature
of the problem
includes
the
definition
of what
constitutes
contamination.
Any
levels
above
natural
background?
Contaminant
levels above generic
criteria?
Levels only above
those criteria
which
leave us with a problem
we cari afford
to clean up?
Different
criteria
Will be used in different
circumstances
and the stated number
of known
sites may change accordingly.
Inconsistency
among
govemments
is also .problematic
inconsistency
in
terms of the types of data that are sought,
the way in which they are recorded
and the incompatibility
of the various
data bases used throughout
the country.
What may constitute
a site or a problem
in one province
may not in another.
As noted,
many
jurisdictions
are moving
towards
requiring
contaminated
sites and this Will improve
greatly
the information
work with.
However,
provinces
are not including
the small (under
storage tanks in tbis requirement
and, indeed,
are not convinced
serious enough
problem
to war!rant
such attention.
1s it?

reporting
of
we have to
500 gallons)
that this is a

Many interests
would
seek to bave information
on contaminated
sites crossreferenced
to the land registry/land
titles systems.
This would enable property
purchasers,
realtors,
lenders
and insurers
to know immediately
if land is or
has been contaminated
and if the latter, to know the details of the remediation,
its effectiveness
and limitations.
This would be a step forward
in openness.
The next level of information
What are the contaminants
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necessary
is required
of most concem?
Where

for site characterization.
do they exist and in what
ïof48

concentrations?
What types of soils arc 06 the site?
How mobile
are the
contaminants
in these soils?
What are the surface
and groundwater
regimes
reached
for the site and adjacent
or downst.rcam
axas. 3 I-iaw Contamina&s
the wat;er syskms. 2 This infor-mat:ion
is cost1.y to obtain
and is typically
soughr
in stages through
graduat.ed
levels of site assessment.
The important
point for
this discussion
is that even for the sites identified
as contaminated,
some data
that would
aid in characterizing
the site are usually
lacking.
Yet, regulators
and assessors
cari draw
no conclusions
about
relative
clean-up
prier-ities
without
that characterization.
The last 1,evel of information
is dependent
on the remediation
policy employed.
If the regulator
requires
clean up to background
levels, then baclcground
levels
must be defined.
If the regulator
accepts
site specific
objectives
or a risk
assessment
approach,
then there must be additional
understanding
of thr local
bio-physical
environment
and the uses made
of the subject
property
or
adjacent
properties
by the local population.
What are the exposure
pathways
or animais
close by
for human
health
and the ecosystem. 3 Are there children
that might ingest contaminated
soils. ? Are the contaminants
volatile
such that
they cari be inhaled?
Will the contaminants
be’ taken up by plants
and then
eaten by increasingly
higher
order organisms?
Again, this is another
level of
infor-mation,
but for I-isk assessment
appl-oaches
this is the information
that
must br available
to set priorities
among sites.
The finai related
problern
is that governments
do net: now havc rhe money for
the reseal-ch required
to answer fully the question
“what is the six and na~ui-e
of thî problem.”
It is also truc that those who maintain
data bases, while
pcrhaps
swing
the benefits
of harmonizin,
v their data bases with ot.hers across
the country,
Will bave tlifficulty
obtaining
the resources
to do SO. ‘l‘herefore,
choiccs wil! continue
CO be made lvith less informat:ion
than desirable.
SUMMhRY
l

OF 1SSUES

,There
is insufficient
information
the problem
in Canada
- the
degree
and types of contamination.

to determine
the scope
number
of contaminated

-

Smaller
sites
are rarelg
included
in contaminated
sites
there
is no effort
planned
to accumulate
that
information
future
or to determine
if small sites constitute
a signifïcant

.

There
is no
sites to land

o Poney
.

is net

ûenerally
allow the

forma1
registry
nvailable

cross-referencing
systems.
for comprehensive

of

information

inventory

spcaking,
site characterization
information
setting
of priorities
for remediation.

on

work

and nature
sites
and

of
the

listings
and
in the near
problem.
contaminated

to be done.

is insuffscient

to

INTRODUCTION
One of the most contentious
aspects
of contaminated
sites in Canada
is how
liability
for individual
sites is allocated.
There
have been
a variety
of
approaches
employed
in various
provinces
and territories.
Until recently,
these
approaches
bave had too little in common.
The main
consequence
of this patchwork
of approaches
is uncertainty
for
businesses
both big and small, communities,
environmental
organizations
and
individual
citizens
and ratepayers.
These
uncertainties
include
whether
anyone
Will take responsibility
for the site; whether
human
health
or the
environment
is at risk;
if and how a site will be remediated;
how much
remediation
Will cost; and, whether
the property
Will be useable
or marketable
in the near future and for what use and price.
While eliminating
uncertainty
is impossible,
it cari
levels by working
through
the various
allocation
resolving
them reasonably,
and nationally.
DISCUSSION

be reduced
to reasonable
issues
one by one and

OF ISSUES

Joint
and several
liability~
probably
stands
out as
At the extreme,
the
element
of the allocation
debate.
liability
means that any party cari be held responsible
clean-up
required.
In turn, that responsible
party may
the costs
they’ve
incurred
through
court
action
responsible
parties.
The diffculties
with this approach
are that
achievement
of fairness,
and it is ineffïcient.
that it is easy for the regulator
and apparently

the most
controversial
use of joint
and several
for the whole cost of the
recover some portion
of
against
the
remaining

it is unfair,
or at least delays
The benefit
of the approach
easy on the public purse.

the
is

The unfairness
element
is that one party must pay 100% of the costs for a
problem
to which
they were but one of many contributors.
That same party
must
bear the bulk
of the uncertainty
throughout
the clean-up
and cost
recovery
phases.
One jurisdiction,
New
Brunswick,
selects
the
most
responsible
party against
whom they apply joint and several liability.
In some
cases this Will be a somewhat
less unfair
way to proceed,
compared
to some
other jurisdictions
which
may simply go after the easiest responsible
party to
tïnd or the one most able to pay (deep pockets).
The ineffciency
aspect
bears on the question
of whether
or not the court
Please note further
system
is the right place to salve this type of problem.
comments
below.
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1s the use of joint ami several liability
easy on the public purse?
In the narrow
sense of who pa,vs for thc clcan-up,
yrs, it is. But~ there are broader
questions
to consider.
Does a joint and several approach
create a climate
which
some
businesses
will shun if l~hey bave a choice?
Are there costs from t~he use of the
court system that extcnd beyond
the simple recovery
of court costs?
One such
cost might be the driay of cases for which court is the only possible
solution.
Another
cost is the time spent on such cases by justice
ministry
oflïcials
which
might have been spent more producnvely
on ot:her tasks.
These last two points require that we answer a question
before we hasten down
the joint and several track.
1s the cour-t system
thc best place for society to
resolve such issues?
A charact.eristic
of the court system is that the interested
parties give up most of their control
over decision-making.
Ajudgc
rendei-s thc
decision.
The interested
par-t&
cari only influence
the judgment
through
argument.
While much of the argument
bears on the substance
of the case, fai
too often the focus is on legal technicalities.
This latter tendency
is not in the
public
interest
insol&
as resolvin, 01 contaminated
sites issues
is concerned.
The public
wants
a site cleaned
up and they’d
like to see thc appropriate
responsible
parties
psy.
If a iegai loophole
lets a particular
party off, it only
serves to anger the public Andy engendcr
cynicism
in our system of governance.
The court system is clearly the right place to go when interested
parties have,no
recourse
but to give up control
when they have ceased to communicatc
one
with the other- and haw
no desire
to improve
that communication.
Rcforc
disputes
rench lhar slage, tlîer-ç arc inan~- ol~hcr prowsses
that are rnuch more
effective ami muc!i moi‘c economicai.
The alternative
to the use of joint and several liability
is a form of allocation
process that avoids thc use of the courts
as a,nythin, - other than a iast resort~.
The CCME IGxommended
Principles
document
suggests
a four-step
process
to
resolve t:he issues of rcsponsibility
and the allocation
of clean-up
~~SI~S:
1. a vo1untar-v
allocation
in which the responsible
parties
are given a period of
time to reach their own agreement
on cost allocation.
Should
that fail, the
second step is
2. a mediated
allocation
in which the responsible
parties
are assisted
in theii
efforts to reach agreement
among themselves
with the use of a disinterested
third party who is there solely to manage
the process.
Should
that also fail,
the third step is
3. an arbitration
in which a third party hears the arguments
of the responsible
parties
and directs
a solution
to the dispute.
Should
the fïrst three steps
fail, then there is

resort.
Being in the background,
it is an incentive
for aI1 parties
table in the first instance
ami allows action to be taken against
not take their responsibility
seriously.
It is interesting
that small
the use of joint and several liability,
in a backdrop
application,
leveling
effect
at the negotiating
table.
It forces
the bigger
seriously
for a solution
- the only circumstance
in which small
that they cari play and not corne out lasers.

to corne to the
those who Will
business
sees
as having
a
actors
to look
businesses
feel

At present,
the provinces
and territories
are approximately
evenly
use of joint and several liability
versus apportioned
liability.
British
New Brunswick,
the Northwest
Territories
and
Ontario
are
jurisdictions
still adhering
to a joint and several regime.
Among
utilise an apportionment
approach,
joint and several is retained
as
Faimess
allocation
unfaimess.
l

l

.

l

l

.

is a principle
to which
of liability
and clean-up
It is unfair that:

split on the
Columbia,
among
the
those which
a backdrop.

most would
subscribe.
The trick in the
costs is to find a way to do it that minimises

a polluter
goes bankrupt
or leaves the country
and leaves other potentially
responsible
parties to face the consequences,
what once seemed
a reasonable
pracfic.e
is revealed
by the evolution
of
science to be inadequate
and is corrected
by retroactive
application
of a new
regulation,
what makes good scientific
and economic
sense is not always
in line wit~h
public
perceptions
and that political
decisions
will often be responsive
to
these public perceptions,
that certain
companies
are held fully responsible,
seemingly
only because
they bave the money to effect the remediation,
the public
purse of today should
have to be accessed
to clean up a mess
created in the past, and that
government
makes
the rules
and then their own Crown
corporations
or
departments
don’t play by the rules and further,
may not to be held to full
account
for their behaviour.

These are a few of the types of situations
which
various
participants
fïnd
unfair.
Unfairness
is frequently
impossible
to escape in contaminated
sites
situations.
Therefore,
the goal of allocation
processes
must be to minimise
the
unfaimess.
This most
often
means
sharing
the
unfaimess
as
much
as
possible
,..
amongst
those responsible.
Some responsible
parties
are more willing
than
It is for the reluctant
others
others to approach
discussions
in such a vein.
that joint
and several liability
may need to be retained
because
it effectively
requires
them to be at the table.
They may realize that non-co-operation
may
Voluntaiy
and
result
in them having
to take an even greatcr- responsibility.
mediated
approaches
enhance
fairness
because
i,n both cases contra1
of the
outcome
remains
with the responsible
patiies
collect.ively.
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The “polluter
pays” principle
is widely supported
by government,
the public and
industry
alike.
There
bave been
some
disputes
about:
the definition
of
“polluter”.
ENGOs have made the point. t.hat a polluter
may be an industry
sector, while industry
organisations
maintain
that it should be inter-preted
on a
facility-specitïc
or company-specific
basis.
A deep pockets
approach
to the
allocation
of clean-up
costs cari sometimes
offend the polluter
pays principle.
The responsible
party most able to psy may not be the one that bears the
greatest
responsibility
for the contamination.
The application
of the deep pockets
approach
in which
the responsible
party
most able to pay is expected
to psy is controversial
and costly
in both a
financial
and a time sense.
For the most part, regulators
and stakeholders
accept that a deep pockets
approach
offends
the obligation
to be fair in any
cost allocation
process.
The CCME
Recommended
Principles,
which
a11
environment
ministers
supported
,in 1993, recommends
that a deep pockets
approach
be rejected.
Nonetheless,
the approach
is dying a slow death
in
Canada
with a number
of provinces
still using it directly
or indirectly.
Should
liability
be “absolute”
or “strict”?
The former
means
that if there is
damage
on your property
or from your operation
you are liable for it. On the
other hand,
“strict” liability
allows a pot.entially
responsible
party to use a due
diligence
defence,
to demonstrate
that they are not at fault and SO to avoid
liability.
The benefit
of an absolute
liability
approach
is that: it ensures
that
somebody
other
than
the public
purse
will psy remrdiation
costs
on a
privately-owned
site.
The disadvantage
is that it may offend
the principle
of
fairness.
Conversely,
strict liability
may leave the public
put-se having to psy
for a site that the public had no hand in creating.
This issue has diminished
of
late as most courts
Will consider
favourably
arguments
of due diligence
or
An example
of this occurs
in Nova Scotia
where
recent
reasonable
tare.
legislation
is written
such as to allom the applicauon
of absolute
liability
but, in
practice,
thc government
has put restrictions
on itself to ensure
that only
responsible
parties are pursued.
Should liability
be prospective. 2 If a responsible
party has correctly
completed
a clean-up
of a site and additional
pollution
is discovered
aftçr the clean-up,
should
that party retain a responsibility
for further
remediation
or should
the
additional
cost be a societal
cost? With only one or two exceptions,
liability
is
applied
prospectively
in Canadian
jurisdictions
in these types of situations.
Should
liability
be retroactive. 3 As legislation
is revamped
and
toughened,
should
it bave effect on historical
contaminat.ion
when they had been in compliance
with t:he laws of the day?
owners or operators,
for example,
bear thc costs associated
with
or should
the costs be seen as societal
COS~:~? Virtually
a11
ter-ritories
bave applicd
liability
retroactively
in ont situation
oiis net Co sa‘; t,hat it~ is clone in a11 cases.

1:3/09196

in many cases
and polluters
Should
em-lier
such clean-up
provinces
and
another-.
That

It is interesting
to note that how
liability
get resolved
depends
on
For exemple,
if legislated
criteria
the responsibility
of the operator
superseded
by the responsibility
the legislated
or practiced
criteria
of removing
long-term
responsibility
on the operator
for both future
does not receive open discussion.

these questions
of prospective
and retroactive
how regulations
are perceived
by all parties.
are seen as being of utmost
importance,
then
to practice
good environmental
behaviour
is
of the regulator
to Select the right numbers.
If
are seen only as guidance
with no intention
from the operator,
then placing
the onus
and past practice
is more appropriate.
This

Property
values cari be expected
to decrease
markedly
when the contamination
of that property
becomes
known.
Conversely,
property
values
should
increase
when contaminated
lands are cleaned
up. An issue with those that pay cleanup bills is who should
benefit
from the increase
in the land value?
The
resolution
of this would seem to be rooted in the principle
of fairness.
It makes
good sense that benefits
resulting
from the clean-up
of a property
should
be
shared in similar proportions
to the contributions
made to the clean-up.
Determining
who the responsible
cari be ver-y difficult.
The list
include:

parties
are for any liability
of potentially
responsible

allocation
process
parties
(PRPs) cari

.

present
and previous
owners
l
the operator,
if different
from t.he owner
* tenants
l
manufacturers
of the contaminant
. distributors
and transporters
of the c,ontaminant
. lenders
l
directors
and offcers
of any of the companies
l
regulators

Should
the net cast in identifying
PRPs be broad in the first instance
(allowing
for subsequent
exemptions)
or should
it be narrow?
Those arguing
in faveur
of casting
a broad
net would
like to be sure that certain
PRPs are exempted
only, consciously.
This is best’done
by catching
them in the net in the tïrst
place and then deciding
that because
they meet certain
criteria,
they cari be
exempted
in a particular
instance.
Those arguing
against
casting
a broad net
fear that some PRPs Will be kept in the net solely because
they have money,
not
because they are at fault.
The broad net with case-by-case
exemptions
reduces
predictability
and requires
that PRPs bave a significant
faith in the system.
Lenders,
like ail other potentially
responsible
parties,
wish to limit their liability
for contaminated
sites. It is argued
that capital
must be available
for economic
development
and prosperity
and that its availability
Will be limited
if the risks
are too high because
of unpredictable
liabilities.
Lenders
may justly argue that
they have had no direct
influence
on operating
decisions
that bave caused
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contamination.
On the other hand,
resources
required
for remediation.

lenders~

are seen

as having

the financial

The CCME
Recommended
Principles
dealt with
this issue
by noting
that
lenders
should
be granted
a pre-foreclosure
exemption
from persona1
liability
‘beyond
the value of the outstanding
debt unless they had actual inoolvement
in
Lenders
see this as
control
or management
of the business
of the borrower.
good but they seek broader
exemptions
or at least some predictable
rules
covering
post-foreclosure
situations,
as well.
Virtually
all provinces
and
territories
target
lenders
only when
they bave assumed
ownership
or bave
exercised
control
or contributed
to contamination.
In many cases, legislarion
enables
lenders
to be identified
as responsible
parties
but practice
permits
exemptions
to be made.
The other
category
of potentially
responsible
party
that
engenders
some
While companies
would
like to protect
controversy
is Directors
and Oftïcers.
these people from liability
in the creation
of contaminated
sites, the fact that on
occasion
directors
and oftïcers
bave been held liable has increased
vigilance
and efforts directed
at the prevention
of such pollution
in the fïrst place.
Some
bave been heard to say that the only reason they’re watching
the environmental
performance
is to make sure they stay out of jail.
This would
seem to be an
argument
for putting
directors
and officers
on the list of potential
responsible
parties.
However,
this must be weighed
against
the consequent
increased
Only
one or two
diftïculty
of attracting
good
people
to directorships.
jurisdictions
(the Yukon
is an example)
take the position
t~hat Directors
and
Offïcers
cannot
be held responsible.
However,
most require
that the Direcmrs
and Offcers
exercised
control
or failed to halt a contaminating
activity
before
they Will be considered
as responsible
parties.
SUMMARY
There
issues

l

OF ISSUES
is a lack
of liability

of

consistency
and predictability
allocation
are handled
across

.

The role

.

Fairness
is an important
principle
that
the country
in spite of stated
adherence

.

“Polluter
thoughtful
approach.

of joint
and several
liability
a11 potentially
responsible
parties.
reduces
trust
in the sgstem
and cari
participation
in allocation
processes.
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the

in the way
country.

is a source
of great
The
unpredictability
ltissen
the probability

is applied
to it.

pays”
is a widely
accepted
principle
application
particularly
as it relates

in

which

uncertainty
to
of its use
of voluuntary

inconsistently

across

but
it requires
more
to a deep
pockets
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A deep pockets
approach
is still utilized
in some parts
spite of its tendency
to offend
the fairness
and polluter

l

and

Issues
of
uncertainty.

.

Improving
the
that a common
either
a broad

.

Lenders
are left in uncertainty,
not knowing
whether
they
are in the
net in the tïrst instance
and if SO, under
what conditions
they could be
exempted,
or if they are not in the net in the lïrst instance,
under what
conditions
they could be brought
into it.

.

There
Will be uncertainty
about
responsibilities
in
there
is more
clarity
on whether
or not
Directors
responsible
parties
are included
in the net.

.

Expedations
of the regulatory
may be ripe for a’re-consideration
what they mean to future
and

level of certainty
choice
be made
or a narrow
net.

retroactive

in the
across

liability

continue

allocation
of liability
the country
on the

to

in

.
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of the country
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yield

Will require
initial
use of

board
rooms
until
and Officers
of

system
are not uniform
and the
of how standards
are perceived
ongoing
responsibility.

time
and

INTRODUCTION
This question
refers
to the assessment
of 1) when
a site is contaminated,
2)when it needs to be cleaned up or managed
in a different
mariner
and, 3) if it
is to be cleaned
up, to what level it must be cleaned
up. These are significant
questions
because
of the
stigma
attached
to a site
being
declared
contaminated,
because
of the unpredictability
of the costs associated
with any
clean-up
activity,
and
because
of the diffculty
of assessing
risk when
one
cannot easily define “clean”.
There is an increasing
gap between
those who use or advocate
emerging
technologies
and the general
public.
This is a gap that
bridged
with trust and understanding
on all sides.
DISCUSSION
Designating

the use of
Will only be

OF ISSUES
the

Site

There has always
been a tension
between
the idea that there should
be some
kind of national
standards
for defining
the cleanliness
of a site and the belief
that this is a highly
local issue
that must
be solved
using
local criteria.
Businesses
seek some predictability
in what kind of contamination
is going to
result in a designation
because
such a designation
is going to impact
property
values
immediately
and negatively
and liabilities
Will be incurred.
The
protestations
of a regulator
that holds to the view that designation
Will be
determined
on the basis of considerations
at a particular
time and place and
thus be subject
to the vagaries
of the public whim, creates great discomfort
for
businesses
and plays havoc with their planning
processes.
On the other hand,
the regulator
has no choice but to be responsive
to the publics
relationship
to
the government.
The public
Will not always be predictable
in its behaviours
or
desires.
Canada
is diverse in terms of land forms, in terms of soi1 characteristics
and in
terms
of surrounding
environments
and settlements
and their
sensitivities.
There is justification
for a location-specifïc
approach
but it is also reasonable
to
be able to expect
that
the basis
for decisions
on designation
would
be
predictable
and broadly
defensible.
The location-specifïc
approach
is justifïed
on the basis that background
levels of contaminating
substances
vary widely
depending
on the geological
history
of the area.
ALso, because
soi1 and
groundwater
characteristics
are suffïciently
variable,
contaminant,
mobility,
which is largely dependent
on these hvo factors,
ranges widely from site to site.
Finally,
surrounding
environments
and land uses are diverse and cari result in
signitïcantly
different~ exposure
pathways
and receptors.
This, in turn affects
whether
or not a site might receive designation
as being contaminated.
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Setting

Priorities

Therc are more contaminated
sites requiring
clean-up
at prescrit
Tan îthere are
available
resources
to complete
thc work.
‘This means
that pc-ior-itp-setting
is
critical.
Otherwise,
Canadians
may spend scarce xsourres
without
addressing
the sites that. present
the greatest
long-term
problems.
Good WOI-k will have
been done, but with a less-than-optimum
effect.
There is a need, thereforc,
for
a system that aids in the det.ermination
of priorities
among contaminai.ctl
sites.
On a technical
level, this could
be the National
Classification
System
for
Contaminated
Sites, published
by the CCME in 1992.
Al1 jurisdictions
across
the count~y
are familiar
with this tool and havc found it helpful.
The other part
of tic puzzle is not technical.
It deals with the public
and political
will and
thus, often hinges on public
perceptions.
Public perceptions
shoultl
be dealt
with as reality
and through
communication
and mutual
leaI-ning.
Public
perceptions
should
neither
be ignored
nor should
they
totally
dominate
decision-making.
They need to be part of the discussion
and the solution.
Rendering

a Site

Many
aspects
contamination
.
*
.

.

Clean

of a site and its condition
cari affect
the extent
on that site is deemed to be a problem.
These factors

natural
background
levels
of thc contaminant
groundwatex-,
the nature of the soils and the contaminants
the extent to which the contaminant~s
arc mobile
threats
to human
health
antl
the
environment
characteristics
of the surrounding
landforms,
the
activity
that either does or may in future take place in
the pathways
available
for the contaminant
to find
human
01 natural
receptoI-s.

in

the

to which
include:

soils

or

t~he

given
the ccological
nat:ure
of 1:hc human
the area, and,
its !~a!- !o sensilivc‘

Attempts
have been made to develop
clean-up
criteria
which
have widespread
application.
In practice,
that
application
is difficult
because
site-specitïc
Therefore,
various
protocols
bave been developed
circumstances
intervene.
which allow a regulator
to take into account
site characteristics,
thc nature
of
the contaminants,
the human
activity
in the surroundings
and the sensitivity
of
the receptors
in the area.
Recent (March
1,990) publications
of the CCME and
NCSRP provide
guidance
for the regulator
or developer
to develop
site specifïc
clean-up
critarin.
Ontario
has also releasc-d
1:heir guidance
document
(Ju1.v
19901.

measurable
effects due to the la&
of sensitive
receptors
or an absence
of
critical
pathways.
This criticism
has its roots also in the fact that t,he costs of
such clean-up
are often very high with the bulk of those COS~:~ being incurred
in
doing the last 10 or 20% of the clean-up.
It is that off:-repea.tcd
adage that you
cari bave 80% of the effect with 20% of the effort but you’ll spend the last 80%
just trying to get at the remaining
20(X1 of the problem.
TO simplify
the question
that some are asking,
then, is it better to clean up five
sites to 80% of their original
condition
or clean up one site to its natural
condition?
While logic suggests
that we would
be better
off to address
five
Our scientific
understanding
of
sites, it may not always be as simple
as that.
both
contaminants
and
receptors
and
their
interactions
is incomplete.
However,
if the 80% solution
is selected,
there may be a tendency
to believe
that those fïve sites are now concluded
and cari be forgotten,
only to discover
at
some later date that the environment
or human
health
is more sensitive,
or a
contaminant
more potent
than
previously
thought.
TO re-open
a site and
undertake
further
work on it will be more difficult
to initiate
and will likely cost
more than doing it ail in the first instance.
Even this statement
does not take
into account
costs associated
with the impacts
experienced
in the interim.
One of the proposed
solutions
to the dilemma
of how clean a site should
be
when remediated
is to do exposure
pathway
anal-sis
‘and risk assessmrnt
followed
by remediation
to the level at which
risks
are “acceptable”.
The
normal
expectation
is that cl,ean-up
criteria
developed
through
ri& assessmenr:
Will be less stringent
than
generic
criteria,
ther-e usuallubeing
a built-in
conservatism
in generic
criteria.
The less stringent
outcome
1s common‘
but
not universal
for there bave been instances
in which
the critrria
bave become
tighter as a result of risk assessment.
Risk assessment
practice
is evolving
quickly
and techniques
are becoming
better
ami better.
It is understood
well enough
now b\- thr scic:nt.ific,
engineering
and regulatory
community
that some consensus
on best practices
is emerging.
Its downfall
seems to be that the public
has been left. behind.
Elements
of the public
are inclined
to wonder
how any additional
risk should
be “acceptable”
when it’s not a ri& of their choosing.
This concern
is most
likely to arise in circumstances
in which there has been no engagement
of the
,,
local public during the risk assessment
process.
There
is sufficient
judgment
involved
in a risk assessment
process,
that
perhaps
it should
be seen as an art, not as a science.
Then the numbers
that
emerge
from the process
would
not be seen as an unassailable
basis for a
“logical”
decision
but. as input
to be considered
seriousl!;
in a public
pr-ocess.
The public
has corne to mistrust
large numbers
(e.g. thc numbc~- of jobs I~RL
Will be created
from a nea developmcnt)
and estremrl,y
small oncs (your- risk of
gett.ing cancer
from this cont.aminanr
is only 1.0 x 1O-Sa). The chaiiengr
!?C%I-cis
to put lhe r-i& assessment
proc‘ess
in!,:0 a pcrspcct~ivc
lhat woi-iis
!i>r lhe
practitioners
of risk assessment,
the decision-makers
ami the public
together-.

A risk assessment
approach,
and other approaches
for that matter,
cari result
in clean-up
proposals
that will inrlude
transport
of contaminants
off-site
for
storage
or treatmcnt,
treatment
on-site
OI- containment
and management
on
site.
Jt is not uncommon
for at least a part of the contamination
to bc left. on
the site and to require an ongoing
commit,ment
to monitoring,
maintenance
and
perhaps
management.
Containment
and management
on-site
saves monc,v
today but often creates obligations
for the future.
More and mer-e sites could
require
monitoring
and
maintenance,
sometimes
for indefïnite
periods
(depending
largely
upon
t.he life
of the
contaminant).
While
thç
containment:/man,agement
option may be the right solution
in individual
cases,
considered
collectiaely
it may leave a legacy
for future
generations
which
obliges
t,hem to be much
better
at meeting
their commitments
than history
suggests
is likely.
Of course,
this also needs
to be weighed
against
the
possibility
of no clear-up
at, all.
Regulators
are adapting
to the emergence
of risk assessment
as they would
to
any emerging
technology,
with
a response
that
fits the time
and place.
Although
tools bave been prepared
that aid this response,
they are adopted
non-uniformly.
This
does not improve
the consistency
among
Canadian
regulatory
regimes.
The final issue is certification
of site cleanliness.
Those who invest in cleaning
up a site and bave done SO accor-ding
10 an approved
plan, wish 10 avoid futur-c
liability
for- tire site.
This would
requir-e that regulators
issue some type 01
certificate
of cleanliness.
On one hand,
the consequence
of noi cert.il):ing
clcanlin~ess
may be hesitation
on thc part of some
developers
to invest
voluntarilg
in site clean-up.
On the ot~her hand, the public
pur-se may be mot-e
highly protected
(if development
is not impeded),
especially
in the absence
of a
bi-oadbasïd
clean-up
fund.
This is yet anol:herexample
of an issue
of
confitlcncï
and trust in motives ami system performance.
Most jurisdictions
in Canada
are prepared
to issue a letter
confirming
that
directions
were followed
in cleaning
up a site. A few of those will then issue a
Certifïcate
of Compliance.
However,
with only one known
exception
(the
would
t.hese
Yukon),
responsible
parties
retain
responsibility,
under
certificates,
for the site should conditions
or standards
change in future.
SUMMARY
e Tbe
local
l

OF ISSUES
tension
between
predictable
assessm~ent
in the designation

A common
approach
that
Will
clean,-up
priorities
is required.

lend

national
of sites
itself

standards
and
individual,
needs to be resolved.

to achieving

broad

support

on

l

The lack
standards

of a broad
consensus
on
is hindering
remediation

0 The long-term
of containment
conte&
of the
.

l

an approach
actions.

management
obligation
that
and management
options
ability
of future
generations

As technologies
advance,
are
uneven
across
the
perpetuates
the patchwork
The question
of whether
issued
needs to be settled
best be accomplished?

to

determining

clean-up

may arise from
frequent
should
be assessed
in
to assume
such obligations.

use
the

regulatory
systems
respond.
Those
responses
country
and
this
increases
or
at
least
of requirements
found
among
the provinces.
or not
certificates
uniformly
across

of
the

cleanliness
should
country.
How cari

be
this

5.0

FUNDING

ORPHAN

SITE CLEAN-UP

INTRODUCTION
An orphan
contaminated
site is one for which viable responsible
parties
cannot
be found.
They may bave gone bankrupt,
they may have left the country
or
they may simply be unwilling
or unable
to accept responsibility
but the bottom
line is that they are not available
to clean up a site at a particular
point in
time. This does not lessen the need to clean up the site but it certainly
lessens
the resources
that cari be brought
to bear on the task.
How is the clean-up
to
be accomplished?
Orphan
sites are a major
the number
of such sites,

problem
in Canada.
nor of the likely costs

There is no reliable
of their remediation.

estimate

of

In 1989, the Canadian
Council
of Ministers
of the Environment
agreed on a 50
- 50 cost-shared
federal
provincial
program
called the National
Contaminated
This
program
was
to make
available
Sites
Remediation
Program.
approximately
$200 M for the actual clear-up
of priority
sites and $50 M for
the development
of new technologies.
In addition,
there were a further
$25M
set aside by Environment
Canada
to assist other federal
agencies
to conduct
site inventories
and assessments.
The program
would
run for lïve years from
April 1990 until March 1995.
The program
was successful
in many ways and did fully or par-tially
remediate
Some provinces,
specilïcally
Manitoba
and
45 sites across
the country.
Saskatchewan,
were late joining
the program,
SO some projects
were not started
until the last full year of the program.
Consequently,
some expenditures
were
continued
until the end of March
1996 on projects
approved
before September
1994.
In the end over $85 M were spent on site remediation
and about $40 M
As noted
earlier,
this money
was
were spent on technology
development.
obtained
equally
from the federal
and provincial/tenitorial
governments.
One
of the program’s
greatest
legacies,
however,
are the tools that were developed:
l
l
l

l

.
l

l

l
l

National
Classification
System for Contaminated
Sites,
Interim
Canadian
Environmental
Quality
Criteria
for Contaminated
Sites,
Guidance
Manual
for Developing
Site-specitïc
Soi1 Quality
Remediation
Objectives
for Contaminated
Sites in Canada,
Guidance
on Human
Health and Ecological
Risk Assessment,
Guidance
on Bioassay
Methods
for Ecological
Effects,
Evaluation
and
Distribution
of Master
Variables
Affecting
Solubility
of
Contaminants
in Canadian
Soils,
Guidance
Manual
on Sampling,
Analysis,
ami
Data
Management
for
Contaminated
Sites,
Subsurface
Assessment
Handbook
for Contaminated
Sites, and
A Protocol
for the Derivation
of Environmental
and Human
Health
Soi1
Quality
Guidelines.
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DISCUSSION

OF ISSUES

AL the time
that
the NCSRP
was initiated,
government
was prepared
to
undertake
the full cost of such clean-up
work.
The public
was supportive
of it
also.
Su&
work was seen as a societal
cost and government
was seen as
responsible
for societal costs.
As the NCSRP mandate
drew to a close, a multi-stakeholder
group began work
under t.he auspices
of the CCME on the creation
of a new fundirig
mechanism
for the remaining
orphan
sites.
The group worked
diligently
on this issue and
held a national
workshop
in January
1994 to detielop serious
proposals
to deal
with the funding
problem.
In the end, the group could not reach consensus
on
the solution,
hvo ministers
of the environment
disputed
the existence
of orphan
sites and discussions
were halted.
What was on the ,table at the time was a
fund that would
be fractionally
supported
by business
and largely
supported
by federal and provincial
governments
through
general revenues
and dedicated
taxation.
The fund would
be managed
by a multi-stakeholder
group.
This
group would include
a voice for each contributor.
The CCME Core Group was
unable
to agree on relative
proportions
of the cost that would be borne by the
various
participan.ts.
This reflected
a changing
climate
for government/publit
participation
in
recti-ing
problems
largely
caused
b!; ignorance,
mis-management
or poor
regulation
of private
secior facilities.
Recognit:ion
that government
budgets
were being reduced
and rhat environment
departments
would experience
these
reductions
caused
some interest
groups
and some government
representatives
to take a barder
line on tbe issue of public funds for such clean-ups.
As Ernst
& Young put it, t.he “public
is more likely to supporr
the privatization
of site
remediation
costs chan higher taxes/reductions
in services in order to publicly
fund clean-up”.
Another
point of departure
for the participants
in this funding
discussion
was
over the question
of orphan
shares of sites.
The concept
of an orphan
share of
a site
is best
understood
by way
of an over-simplified
example.
A
contaminated
site may have contamination
arising
equally
from fïve different
owner/operators.
Four of those responsible
parties
may still be solvent
and
prepared
to assume
their share of the responsibility.
A fïfth is bankrupt.
Who
should pay that Iïfth portion
of the costs of the clean-up?
It may not be fair to
ask one or a11 of the four still present
to pay the extra.
It may not be fair to ask
the public
purse to assume
t,his cost.
It is also not useful,
or maybe
even
possible,
to leave 20% in its cont~aminated
state.
It was the vies of some of the governments
and businesses
that this would be a
circumstance
which
would
cal1 for- the applicat,ion
of the clean-up
fund.
In
other- words.
a sit~uation
which
calls
fol- sharing
the unrairncss.
cwler
govenxnents
antl ENGOs di(l no, shar‘e that: view.
Thîy fearrd that t.hc or-phan
share would show a tendency
to grow during
the voluntaty
negotiation
process,

diverting
responsibility,
in the example
above, from the four responsible
parties
to the tïfth which could not be at the table.
This would requit-e a proportional
increase
in the public
funds required
to support
the clean-up
fund and might
make the clean-up
fund a larger and longer-lived
process than necessary.
At present,
these issues remain
unresolved.
of orphan
contaminated
sites.
There is no
there
is no consensus
on how to handle
jurisdictions
continue
to avail themselves
of
absence of any consensus.
A number

for an orphan

site fund

are available:

industry
sector
fund
could
be administered
either
by industry
or
government;
would
be funded
by a levy on a particular
product
or from
donations
by a11 sector members;
funds
would
be used to clean up sites
created
by the activities
of that sector.
A variation
of this option
is a single
fund covering
ail sectors with pro-rated
contributions
tied to the frequency
of
creation
of contaminated
sites from each sector.

l

corporate
environmental
tax
this would
provide
consistent
level of funding
but is not directly
related
performance.

l

fees/taxes
on contaminating
transportation,
use, treatment

l

activities
or disposal

a predictable
and
to environmental

could be levied on the generation,
of hazardous
substances.

penalties
and fines
revenues
from prosecutions
would
be diverted
to
orphan
site clean-up.
There is a strong connection
with polluting
activities
and performance
but the revenue amounts
are unpredictable.

l

general
standard

l

government
revenue
legislative/parliamentary

broad-based
something

l

consumer
government

site remediation
rates of return
revenue option.

l

l

l

of options

There is no fund for the cleanup
replacement
for the NCSRP and
orphan
shares
of sites.
Some
joint
and several liability
in the

bonds
on such

taxes
finance
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funds

- various

a regular
allocation
budget
processes.

- revenue
departments

governments
bonds.
Indeed

voluntary
funds
would
businesses
and governments
solve the problem.
mixed

-

approved

from the tax would
do not support.

through

be earmarked,

would
probably
have to subsidize
this may just be a delayed
general

require
a high level of co-operation
among
and a basic agreement:
that they a11 want to

combinations

of the above

options.
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A useful
observation
to make at this point is that the costs of clear-up
are
passed down the line. Depending
on the option chosen,
t.he costs are passed to
tar<payers,
property
rat.epayers
or consumrrs.
Thrre is no big brother
or sister
who cari pay.
It, must be individuaIs
who pav in onc or more of t~he above
guises.
This is disappointing
news to those who may hope for a simple
redistribution
of wealt~h to salve this funding
problem.
What this really means
is that the arguments
over who, nominally,
pays to clean up orphan
sites is
really
an argument
over who should
deliver
tJ,le bad nems to the t,azxpayer
(government)
or ratepayer
(government)
or the
consumer
(business
or
government).
An interesting
option
is being
developed
among
Alberta
Labour,
Alberta
Environmental
Protection
and the Canadian
Petroleum
Products
Institute.
That proposa1 would see a special levy being placed on wholesale
gasoline
sales
that would
be dedicated
to the clean-up
of orphan
underground
gasoline
storage sites.
Other jurisdictions,
such as Ontario,
are watching
this approach
with interest
in the hope that something
similar
may bave application
in their
province
or territory;
perhaps
with the same sector or perhaps
with another.
There is already a history
of its use in the US.
Two provinces,
Alberta
and New Brunswick,
have funds which cari be used for
environmental
protection
or enhancement.
New Brunswick
has used theirs for
funding
orphan
site clear-up
and is likely to continue
to do SO. Alberta
could
access
theirs
for the same
pur-poses.
Othrrprovinces
and
the federal
government
would bave to obtain separate
appropriations
for remediation
on a
case-by-case
basis.
The probabilit!;
that more than the worst
sit,es mil1 be
addressed,
is low in the present
economic
climat:e.
N~o discussion
of orphan
site funds
seems complete
wit~hout reference
to the
U.S. Superfund.
IHowever,
virtually
no one in Canada
advances
it as a mode1
ïhat should
be followed
here.
MO~L frequenr.
criticisms
include
that too little of
the money “goes into the ground”
and too much goes into litigation
costs.
The
funding
mechanism
is unfair,
and moving
through
the process
is extremely
slow.
Some other U.S. information
may be instructive.
Almost
all the states have
their own separate
“superfunds”,
at least in part because
working
through
or
with
the federal
Superfund
has been
difficult
and
quicker
response
is
sometimes
required.
Most of the state funds appear
to be limited
in total six
with some ceasing
their fund generat,ing
when a certain
maximum
is reached
and resuming
it again when the valur
falls to ~a st~ipulaf:ed
minimum.
Some
fuuds are as large as $5OM while orhers a,-c noté allo\vc:d to exceed $2OOK or
$5OOK.
Consequentiy,
some funds are comprchcnsivc
in the tylxs of acrivities
they attempt
to address
inrluding
r?mediai
actions,
CIIrICLA
(C«lrlp?“hell.sive
Erc.r~ir-ol>lf~~rlf~ll Rr!.spol~r.%?. C:orfr~~ïlL”“fr«l i rrrrd I,itrlii/ify
Acti rnat:<h
projects.
cm<:rger?cv
res,70nse,
sire
il.r\ic:.st,i#;rlions,
Sl.Udi<%,
<!C+il,
granrs
to
municipalities
and even, victim
compensarion.
Ot~hers are exr.remely
limited

.

and may be used only for emergency
response.
The sources
for these funds
range from cost recovery,
through
legislative
appropriations,
state bonds,
fees
attached
to hazardous
waste handling,
and special
taxes,
to penalties
and
fines.
The final issue is that of how a fund should
be managed.
If the private
sector
contributes
directly,
they Will wish to bave a say in the management
of the
fund.
If even part of the fund is drawn from a special tax, ail stakeholders
and
most citizens
Will likely wish to see that fund dedicated
exclusively
to orphan
site clear-up.
There are many
issues
here that require
focussed
effort to
resolve.
They vary with the funding
option selected.
SUMMARY

OF ISSUES

.

Orphan
clean-up

sites
may simply
is not found.

.

The issue
controversial

of whether
or not to include
and requires
resolution.

.

The Lund
fund.

management
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6.0

PROPERTIES’AND

~OPl3RATIONS

IN BANKRUPTCY

INTRODUCTION
An operation
that becomes
insolvent
cari present
special challenges
in the area
of contaminated
sites.
Firstly,
some
contaminated
sites
bave
been
left
orphaned
when
a receiver
has refused
an assignment
because
of fear of
persona1
liability
exposure.
Secondly,
a similar
outcome
has also been
produced
when receivers
served with a cleanup
order by the regulator
choose
to contest the order rather than comply.
They are choosing
to spend the scarce
funds
of the bankrupt
tïghting
the order
instead
of cleaning
up the site.
Thirdly,
in instances
in which
government
has had to go onto a bankrupt
site
and clean up a health
or environment-threatening
problem,
there have been
diffculties
in recouping
the expenditures
from the assets of the operation.
This
is not surprising
when, by definition,
the liabilities
exceed the assets in these
cases.
These are unsatisfactory
outcomes
from an economic
as well as an
environmental
perspective.
The statute which governs the activity
of receivers
InsoZvency
Act (BIA).
It is presently
going through
was amended
as recently
as 1992.
DISCUSSION

l

changes
possible
recovery

Persona1

nnd
also

OF ISSUES

The present
amendments
focussed
in three areas:
.
.

is the federal Bunkruptcy
a major reworking,
but

regarding
responses
of public
Liability

of the BIA are broad,

but

for this

the persona1 liability
of receivers,
to a post-appointment
clear-up
order,
funds spent on clean-up
of a bankrupt’s

discussion,

cari

be

and
property.

of Receivets

The BIA 1992 amendments
eliminated
personal
liability
for receivers
and
The
trustees
for
any
contamination
that
occurred
pre-appointment.
amendments
also allowed
for a due diligence
defence
for receivers’
personal
liability
post-appointment.
This very quickly
proved problematic.
The lack of a
clear understanding
of what constituted
due diligence
left too great a risk of
They
were
understandably
reluctant
to
persona1
exposure
for the receivers;
take on such assignments.
This had the effect of leaving
the operation
or site
without
an administrator
and sometimes
left a contaminated
site orphaned.
Amendments
introduced
in the present
session
of Parliament
(in November
1995 and then re-introduced
in Max-ch 1996 as Bill C-5) alter the troubling
clauses
by eliminating
all possibility
of persona1
liability
for receivers,
either
pre-appointment
or post-appointment,
unless
the receiver
is guilty
of gross
Insolvency
practitioners
are much
happier
negligence
or wiilful
misconduct.
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with this and
are supportive
governments.
Responses

pre-amendment
of the change

to a Post-appointment

consultations
also.
There

Clean-up

indicate
are mixed

that some other interests
feelings
among
provincial

Order

The present
BIA allows
receivers
two possible
responses
should
they,
as
administrators
of a bankrupt
operation,
be served by the regulator
with an
order to remediate
the property.
Those two possible
responses
are to comply
with the remediation
order or contest
it in the appropriate
court.
Insolvency
practitioners
found this to be too inflexible.
It required
a decision
on their part,
too often in the absence of critical
information.
Under
the new proposed
amendments,
the receiver
may seek from the court
time to assess the economic
viability
of the required
clean-up.
If such a
request
was made by the receiver,
the regulator
could then argue for immediate
clean-up
(for example,
if public
health was greatly
threatened)
or, could agree
to an appropriate
time for analysis.
The final option
permitted
under
the
proposed
amendments
would
allow the receiver
to abandon
the assets related
to the clean-up
order.
This last option would, effectively,
orphan
the site.
Recovery

of public

Punds

In the past, the priority
given to the recovery
of clean-up
costs in dispersing
the
In these situations
in which
assets
of a company
has been relatively
low.
liabilities
exceed
assets,
few public
manies
bave been recovered
when
the
govemment
has had to step in and remediate
a contaminated
site that is
posing an immediate
threat to the environment
or to human
health.
The proposed
amendments
to the BIA give environmental
clean-up
costs a fïrstranking
priority
lien over certain
assets of the operation
even ahead of securecl
creditors.
This applies not only to the primary
properly,
but also to adjacent
or
contiguous
properties
if implicated.
Further,
if the cost of site remediation
done exceeds the total value of the assets affected
by the lien, the residual
clear-up
costs Will be recognized
as an unsecured
claim against
other assets of
the developer.
These potential
changes
represent
a Sign&ant
step forward
for environmental
priority
and Will probably
encourage
governments
to take clean-up
action when
conditions
demand
it.
Lenders
bave given grudging
support
to the changes
which
bave the effect of reducing
the likelihood
that lenders
cari recover
a
significant
portion
of their
investment
in the operation.
Another
possible
implication
of the change
is that
lending
institutions
may become
more
reluctant
to invest in small, independent
businesses.
Small businesses
do not
believe
they presently
enjoy a favoured
status
with the major
banks
in the
country
and they have a genuine
concern
that this amendment
Will provide
t~he
banks with yet another- excuse not to lend to them.
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Bill C-5 has received its second reading and has been sent to committee.
The
committee initiated its rwiem in .June 1996 and Will conti,nue mith Ihrec or
more days of hearings beginning on 17 September 1990. Upon completion ol
those hearings, the committee will begin a clause-by-clause review of the Bill
before retuming it to the couse.
SUMMARY
l

l

Will
the
Parliament

OF ISSUES
Bankruptcy
in their

and
Insolvency
present
form?

If they
do, Will the
new
procedures
problems
arise such as those
of concern
may
necessitate
further
changes
and
distant
future?

Act

amendments

perform
as
to the small
uncertainties

go

expected
businesses
in the

through

or Will
which
not-too-

7.0

BRCWNFIBLD

SITES

INTRODUCTION
“Brownfïelds”
are abandoned
or idle industrial
or commercial
land where reuse, expansion
or re-development
of the land is complicated
by environmental
contamination.
Browntïelds
are often centrally
located
and thus surrounded
by urban development.
They usually
have servicing
infrastructure
in place and
tend to be close to major transportation
facilities
or routes.
These lands have
obvious
economic
potential
which
Will vary with current
markets
and the
degree of contamination.
Brownfield
sites have been contaminated
by the raw materials,
the products
or
For various
by-products
of historic
industrial
or commercial
operations.
reasons,
including
the departure
of responsible
parties,
lack of funds for clean
up, lack of agreement
on what constitutes
clean-up,
or lack of investrnent
due
to fear of liabihty,
remediation
has not proceeded.
The contamination
prevents
immediate
use of the land and often
impacts
or threatens
adjacent
land.
Municipalitie~s
are affected
as property
tax payments
are reduced
or eliminated.
The redevelopment
of browntïeld
sites is an issue in a number
of Canadian
urban centres.
Montreal
and Toronto
are the most prominent
but other centres
such as Calgary,
Edmonton,
Winnipeg
and Halifax
bave similar,
if lesser,
concerns.
There are many reasons why
should be seen as opportunities
l

.
l

.
l
l
l
l

browntïelds
should
be redeveloped
rather than as problems:

and

why

they

the existence
of municipal
services such as transportation,
sewer, water and
utilities
makes
it generally
more cost-effective
to develop
a brownfïeld
site
compared
to a new suburban
site,
a redevelopment
Will contribute
to a rejuvenation
of an inner City and cari
stimulate
other supporting
initiatives,
a potential
orphaning
of a site is averted,
property
tax revenues
cari be restored
to the benefit
of the municipality
and
its ratepayers,
the need to expand
urban boundaries
is reduced,
and
the need for energy-intensive
transportation
is reduced
the CMHC has noted that central locations
are preferred
for social housing
more dense utilization
of City property,
if done in an environmentally
sound
manner,
is a measurable
step towards
sustainability.

DISCUSSION
The issues
same that
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OF ISSUES
that are inhibiting
the
affect other contaminated

re-development
of brownfïeld
sites.
Uncertainty
in the

sites are
allocation

the
of
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liability
is a major concern.
important
than the preference

As in other cases, predictability
is probably
of one particular
approach
over another.

more

The subject
of clear-up
standards
is critical.
Clean-up
costs disproportionately
increase
as clean-up
standards
become
more stringent.
Generic
criteria
or
background
levels bave often been applied
as clean-up
objectives
for brownfïeld
sites.
Developers
have argued
strongly
that this often results
in unnecessary
expense
and that clean-up
criteria
should
be variable,
depending
on future
land use and on a risk assessment
analysis.
In other
words,
cleanup
standards
could be less stringent
if the land was returned
to commercial
or
industrial
uses than if it was going to a residential
use.
Standards
could also
be lessened
if risk assessment
demonstrated
a low exposure
of humans
and
the environment
to the contamination.
Issues of prospective
liability
also apply.
Will a responsible
party (or even a
new owner who is otherwise
not responsible
for the pollution)
who remediates
a
site according
to an approved
plan still bear responsibility
for further
clean-up
should
standards
change
or other
contamination
be discovered?
Will an
insurer
who insured
a previous
activity
at the site suddenly
tïnd themselves
liable for some of the environmental
consequences
of that activity?
Financial
institutions
want to see these questions
resolved
to create as certain
an environment
as possible
for investment.
Absence
of such certainty
means
developers
Will bave diffïculty
obtaining
financing
for the rehabilitation
and
redevelopment
of brownfïelds.
Some regulators
argue that the expectations
of
financial
institutions
are too high and that govemments
Will always
bave to
retain flexibility
to respond
to emerging
concerns
and évolving
understanding
about
human
or environmental
health.
Can these
two perspectives
be
reconciled?
Municipal
resolved.
eliminated
decreased.
This land
therefore,
the social

governments
are also anxious
to see the issues
of brownfïelds
Tax payments
to municipal
governments
are often, reduced
or
and assessments
and taxes on adjacent
lands
may likewise
be
New industrial
activities
Will tend to locate on new, clean land.
Such development,
is often on the outskirts
of the City in question.
contributes
to urban
sprawl
and the depopulation
of City cores and
issues that attend.

There are few parties
with interest
in browntïeld
sites that do not want to see
them redeveloped.
The challenge
is to find the common
ground
among
the
interests
SO that it cari happen.
It is important
to get sites clean enough
to
allay the concerns
of senior and local governments
and of local residents.
A
sufficiently
predictable
regime
is needed
SO that
developers
Will consider
acquiring
these
properties,
lenders
Will be prepared
to invest
in redevelopments
and insurers
Will be prepared
to insure
them.
A suffïciently
flexible
regime should
be created
such that governments
are able to respond
if
a signitïcant
threat to human
or environmental
health arises.
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There are efforts by a few of the interested
parties
that bear on these problems.
The Insurance
Bureau of Canada
has recommended
the application
of limits to
Ar least
three
first and third
party
habilitiez+
for environmental
impacts.
insurance
companies
bave responded
with a range of product:s
to addrcss
these
needs.
This puts a limit on the uncertainty
faced by insurers
and makes it
easier for companies
to offer appropriate
coverage.
Will it be the coverage
that
developers
need?
Legislation
respecting
the allocation
of liability
is evolving
quickly
in many
provinces.
This
usually
has the effect~ of reducing
the
The legislation
of a few provinces
allows foruncertainty
faced by developers.
agreements
to be reached
between
lenders and the regulators
on the limitations
to liability
assumed
by the lender.
This reduces
the uncertainty
for lenders
and should
improve
the climate
for investment
in brownfïeld
re-deve1opment.s.
The questions
remain,
are these responses
suftïcient?
What else is required?
SUMMARY
l

l

.

l

OF ISSUES

The uncertainty
in
investment
climate.

liability

allocation

regimes

is detrimental

The issue of clean-up
standards,
both generic
and site
be resolved
to reduce
the uncertainty
for investors.
have valuable
input
to offer towards
this resolution.
Suffrcient
predictability
in tbe
tying
the hands
of government
public
interest.
Are present
initiatives
effort
required?

o If more effort
sector
take
development

to

is required,
that
would
of brownfields?

address

what
help

regulatory
regime
such as to prevent

these

problems

to

specifîc,
Many

the

needs to
interests

is required
witbout
them
acting
in the

suffacient

or is more

initiatives
could
the fïnancial
to overcome
the
inertia
in

services
the
re-

.

8.0

socIETAL

COSTS

INTRODUCTION

Part of the ongoing
discussion
among
stakeholders
resolve who pays for the clean up of a contaminated
cost?“.
The idea is that there are certain
costs that
because
society has benefited
equally
broa,dly
from
these costs.

when
they attempt
to
site is “what is a societal
accrue to society broadly
the activity
that caused

For instance,
the property
upon which
an abandoned
manufacturing
facility
was located
has been left in a contaminated
state.
The owners
and operators
cannot
be found and the site is deemed
to be orphaned.
A group of concerned
stakeholders
discusses
its clean-up
and some note that the cost of clean-up
is
a societal
cost and, therefore,
society should pay to clean it up. What is meant,
usually,
is that governments
should pay.
The thinking
behind
this is that
a lot of people,
either
individually
or
Collective-J,
benefïted
from
the
building
and
operation
of the
facility.
Construction
workers
received
wages and benefïts
while
building
the plant,
local government
received
money
for building
permits,
the employees
of the
operation
received
wages and benefits
during
either the life of the facility
or for
the duration
of their employment,
local governments
received
property
taxes
from the operators,
provincial
and federal govemments
received
income
taxes
from employees
and owners and corporate
taxes from the operation
itself.
The
economic
impacts
were even wider with those supplying
the operation
with its
raw materials
or services benefïting
also. The important
point to this argument
is that the benefits
of the operation
were felt widely
and, therefore,
the costs
should
be borne equally
widely.
This is one aspect of the “beneficiary
pays”
principle.
DISCUSSION

OF ISSUES

There is no real dispute
that society at large benefits
from individu4
economic
activities.
some
take
the
view
that
the
economic
benefits
are
However,
experienced
disproportionately
by the owners
and
shareholders
of the
operation;
that
perhaps
society,
through
its govemment,
made
many
concessions
in the first place to get the facility
into that neighbourhood
and
that a major part of the societal
cost has been paid during
the startup
and
active life of the facility.
On the other side of the ledger, some would argue that
the contamination
occurred
in spite of following
precisely
the instructions
of
the regulator.
In other words, *we did what society asked us to do.”
was a fairly
broad
acceptance
As recently
as Iïve years
ago, there
govemment
should
step in and pay for the clean up of orphan
sites
thereby
absorb the societal
cost. This is now less true and several reasons
emerging
for this shift.
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Firstly,
the financial
situation
within
governments
at ah levels has deteriorated
and priorities
bave changed.
Public officiais,
both elected and appointed,
bave
a vastly differ-ent view of how public money should
be spent than was the case
a few years ago.
Ther-e is much less public
money
available
as government
budgets
generally,
and
environment
budgets
specifically,
have
been
significantly
reduced.
Environment
is a lower priority
issue with the Canadian
public.
Consequently,
governments
are less apt to approve
expenditures
for
environmental
purposes
when there is a consequent
direct
loss of spending
power in some other demanding
area.
Secondly,
attitudes
are changing
both
within
government
and among
the
public.
Whereas
a few years ago (for example,
1989 and 1990 as the National
Contaminated
Sites Remediation
Program
was getting
underway)
govemments
and the public
were willing
and able to provide
funding
for the clean up of
orphan
sites; today, an increasingly
predominant
view is that the public
purse
should not have to psy for what might be the mistakes
of industry.
Thirdly,
some businesses
are enjoying
significantly
increased
that
with
these
profits
members
of the public
believe
responsibility
for societal costs.

profits.
may
go

Some
some

These emerging
views are only that.
They are not conclusions
but, rather,
are
thc present lay of the land.
They do not represent
resolution
of concerns
about
who, exactly,
benefits
or is hurt by a particular
taxation
and spending
regime
in government.
Nor do they apportion
responsibilities
for poor environmental
performance.
The background
and the present
views lead to much the same question
that
arises in thr section
on Funding
the Clean-up
of Orphan
Sites.
Who should
fund such clean-up
and in what proportions’?
An idea has emerged
in a recent
consultative
exercise
in Saskatchewan
that might be helpful.
The concept
is
one of a fund
created
by benefïciaries
who contribute
through
“no-fault
shares”.
For example,
the federal
and provincial
govemments
benefited
from
taxing
the incomes
of employees
and the fïrm
itself;
local
governments
benefïted
from the collection
of property
taxes; banks
benefited
from interest
charges
on the operation’s
debt and from handling
charges
on their banking;
suppliers
benefïted
as the operation
was an important
market
for them,
etc.
Each of these benefïciaries
would purchase
a certain
number
of no-fault
shares
in the clean-up
fund.
This idea is only at the conceptual
stage, but certain
conditions
for this to work would likely include:
l

knowing
the size of the problem
SO that thc total contt-ibution
purchase)
to the fund by each party is known
or, alternatively.
done on a case-b--rase
basis,

(t:hrough
funding
is

a clear acknowledgment
that the purchase
of these no-fault
shares is based
on having
benefited
from the activities
encompassed
by. the fund, not from
having contributed
in any direct way to the cont~amination
problem,
= an understanding
that the purchase
of these shares may in part be txcause
the purchaser
occupies
a part of the cradle-to-grave
management
of the
contaminating
substance,
and
. arranging
for participation
in the management
of the fund in proportion
to
the~ shares purchased.
l

There
remain
some
unknowns
with
this concept
and the Saskatchewan
Advisory
Committee,
at time of writing,
bas yet to deal with it formally.
Would
the public be represented
by their govemments
or would Citizen representatives
have
an opportunity
to participate
in the fund
management?
Will
a11
benetïciaries
sec this positively
as a way to share
the unfairness
without
assuming
any fault?
Can the fund be established
in such a way that legal
representatives
are satisfied
that contributions
do not attract
liability
to their
clients?
These wiil be dealt with in the coming months
and the outcome
should
be monitored.
SUMMARY
.

l

i

OF ISSUES

The issue of who pays societal
costs
should
be resolved
soon
other
related
issues
cari
be addressed.
The
consequence
resolving
this
may be unremediated
sites that
remain
a threat
environment
and human
health.
Preliminary
to
resolving
determined
if “beneficiary
should
be applied.

the
pays”

SO that
of not
to the

societal
costs
issue,
it
should
be
is a valid
principle
and, if SO, how it

Does the notion
of no-fault
shares
the unfairness
of cleaning
up orphan

offer
some
hope
sites or orphan

as a way to share
shares
of sites?

.

9.0

THE ROLE OF INSURANCE

INTRODUCTION

Insurance
has always
been intended
to caver accidents
or occurrences
with
adjectives
such as “sudden”
or “abrupt”
having
application
to the policies.
In
the past, this has meant that property
and auto insurance,
for example,
while
not explicitly
intended
as environmental
insurance,
has covered environmental
incidents
such as spills of contaminants.
Some interpretations
in the courts
resulted
in ongoing
or continua1
polluting
activities
being seen as accidental.
This led insurers
to begin the use of exclusion
clauses
which
were aimed at
making
explicit
the intent
to caver sudden
occurrences
and not to caver
ongoing
polluting
activities.
Insurance
should
not be seen as a way in which
to caver the liability
of
contaminated
sites where the contamination
is caused
by ongoing
pollutant
release.
The responsibility
for that type of contaminated
site should
rest with
the polluter
and, indirectly,
the regulator
if there has been improper
advice,
direction
or enforcement.
What environmental
insurance
cari be expected
to
caver are the sudden
or fortuitous
occurrences
that result in contamination
of
soil, ground
or surface waters and, although
not the subject
of this paper,
the
other medium,
air.
DISCUSSION

OF ISSUES

Environmental
preconditions

insurance
is not fully a fact of life in Canada
and
seem to be necessary
before it Will be widely offered:

l

l

a number

of

the existence
of national
environmental
standards.
The details
of what this
term means has not been resolved
but the insurance
industry
believes
that it
must include
pollutant
release standards
as well as clean-up
standards,
the
perennial
question
of “how
clean
is clean?“.
National
performance
standards,
in the
sense
of numerical
standards,
are unlikely
to be
implemented
anytime
soon ‘in Canada.
Judging
by the progress
or lack of
progress
on the harmonisation
of environmental
regulation
in Canada,
the
most that cari be hoped for in the next several years would
be agreement
among Canada’s
environment
ministers
to a common
level of environmental
protection.
This would
be preferable
to the present
situation
but Will not
give industry
the certainty
about
exact
concentrations
that
would
be
considered
contaminating.
These would
still be highly
sensitive
to regional
considerations
and would bave to be flexible
to respond
to new information
about contaminants
or the environment,
local political
will, and SO on.
consistent
standards
country,
consistent
13/09/96

enforcement.
are important,
such standards
enfoncement

The insurance
indus@
believes
that
national
but that. without
consistent
enforcement
across the
are of limited
or even negative
value.
Delivery
of
on the part
of Canada’s
thirteen
environment
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departments
cari be expected
to be vey difficult
and some time in the ofIïng.
The strong
need for regional
expression
among
Canada5
governments
is
manifested
in local decisions
such as the level of enforcement
provided
for
environmental
regulations.
The concept
of sustainable
development
offered
many the hope that environment
and the economy
need not always
be in
conflict,
that there
could
be win-win
solutions,
that good environmental
performance
could lead to good economic
performance
and a high level of
competitiveness.
A few clevelopers
and other
stakeholders
bave become
believers,
but many bave not and the protection
of the environment
is still
often seen in opposition
to the economy.
This affects the way companies
behave and the way governments
are pressured
to enforce.
It may be incorrect
to think
of government
as the enforcers
in the coming
years.
Certainly,
strong arguments
cari be made for govemments’
continued
involvement
in enforcement.
This Will be essential.
However,
it is interesting
to contemplate
the role of the private
sector
in the future
enforcement
regime.
Take,
for example,
the ISO 14001
environmental
management
system standards.
Both intemal
and external
auditors
Will play a significant
role in identifying
regulatory
non-compliance
,(even though
the standard
itself
does not require
regulatory
compliance).
If the North
American
implementation
of ISO 14001
evolves
towards
the European
EMAS or the
British
BS 7750 standards
which
do require
regulatory
compliance,
then
private sector involvement
in enforcrment
Will be a reality.
Not onl!; environmental
auditor-s
may be drawn
into this role.
Insurers
themselves
may well fulfill such a niche.
Certainly,
as potential
insurers
of a
particular
operation,
they would bave a very strong interest
in the regulatory
compliance
and a best practices
complmnce
of that operation.
This role foi
insurers
would be likely to reinforce
pollution
prevention
as well.
l

a consistent
approach
to the allocation
of liability
for the clean un of a
contaminated
site.
AI1 industries
seek predictability
in as many aspects
of
their business
as possible.
This may be particularly
truc of the insurance
industry
which
often must compensate
someone
for the uncertainties.
In
the insurer
of a company
that
has created
a
many
circumstances,
contaminated
site becomes
a potentially
responsible
party for the pur-poses
of determining
who should
pay the costs of clean-up.
If the company
is not
in good fmancial
condition,
it may be that the regulator
or the courts
Will
look to the insurer
to bear the brunt
of the clean-up
costs since the insurer
has deep pockets
or is, at least, available.
Insurers
bave attempted
to
addi-ess this rhrough
their use of exclusion
clauses,
but: this Will not tot~ally
eliminate
the probability
of being caught
up in thrse circumstances.
Lack of
predictability
may ircsult in fewer companies
being insured
for accident~al
and sudden
releases where insurance
would be an appropriate
way to caver
I:l~e COSTS or clcan-il]?.

.

.

an

improvement

underwriters
environmental
l

in insurers’
knowledge
do
not
always
bave
risks with confidence.

of the environmental
sufficient
experience

area.
to

Their
assess

an accreditation
process
for environmental
professionals.
The credentials
of
many
practitioners,
most
particularly
environmental
auditors
and
environmental
site assessors,
have been unknown
by the client and could
only be discovered
through
experience.
That experience
has occasionally
been costly and painful.
Help is on the way on the audit side of the question
as the Canadian
Environmental
Auditing
Association
(CEAA) has developed
a
system
of accreditation
for environmental
auditors
in Canada.
At time of
writing,
final
determinations
on who Will be “grandfathered”
under
the
system are being made.
By the end of October,
the first new applicants
Will
have been given their accreditation
if they meet the requirements.
The
system
Will be presented
to the Standards
Council
of Canada
and if
approved
there Will be an opportun@
for parity
with auditor
accreditation
systems
in other countries
where ISO 14000
series standards
are being
adopted.
On the site assessment
side, the Association
of Site Assessors
of Canada
(ASAC) bave
also embarked
on an accreditation
program
development
process.
ASAC Will accredit
site assessors
for site screening
and Phase 1 and
Phase II assessments.
Phase III or remediation
activities
Will bave to await a
broader
accreditation
effort given the multiple
disciplines
involved
in good
remediation
work.
The ASAC initiative
arose in 1992,
at least in part
because
site assessment
costs were being drlven
downward
by some highvolume
users, thus lowering
the quality
of many Phase 1 site assessments.
There is another
side to this question.
In our increasingly
litigious
society,
Will be important
for environmental
auditors
and site assessors
to be able
obtain
liability
insurance.
This Will be facilitated
by credible
accreditation
processes
for them.
The site assessors
seem to bave this issue in hand.
may yet remain an issue for environmental
auditors.

l

it
to
It

A paper
done for the
a stronger
commitment
to pollution,
prevention.
Insurance
Bureau
of Canada
by Arthur
D. Little in 1994 notes that pollution
prevention,
meaning
the substitution
of non-hazardous
materials
for
hazardous
mater-i&
in manufacturing
processes,
is the best way to reduce
the future creation
of contaminated
sites. The adoption
of such practices
by
individual
businesses
yields an activity
that is much casier and cheaper
to
insure.
The encouragement
of pollution
prevention
by governments
Will
improve
consistency
and predictability
as well as performance.
Insurance
premium
reductions
for certain
measures
could
also
be helpful
in
encouraging
pollution
prevention.

A lürther
question
arises
environmental
insurance.
13/09/96

regarding
the extent
of
Who Will be the purchasers?

possible
Will

application
of
it be only those
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who operate
high-risk
businesses. 3 Will it be primarily
those who bave had
contaminated
site problems
in the past and cannot
a~fford to bave them again
in the future?
Or should
there be classes of activities
for which
government
requires
that environmental
insurance
be purchased
to ensure that a particular
type of contaminated
site never becomes
orphaned?
Environmental
insurame
would appear
to be an essential
piece of t.he puzzle in
reducing
or cleaning
up future
contamination
and preventing
the orphaning
of
some sites.
Regulators
Will have to work with the insurance
industry
and
potential
future
purchasers
of such products
to provide
the right regulatoq
climate
SO that insurance
cari fulfill its niche in this domain.
SUMMARY
.

l

l

.

l

OF ISSUES

Inconsistency
addressed

of
if the

Enforcement
country
and
undetermined.
There
of the
natural

environmental
standards
across
Canada
needs
role of erivironmental
insurance
is to be fulfïlled.

of environmental
the relative
roles

standards
of government

is

inconsistent
and the private

is a need for insurance
underwriters
to bave
interaction
between
various
wealth-generating
environment.

to

across
sector

be

the
are

a better
knowledge
activities
and the

The
accreditation
processes
for
environmental
professionals
are
essential
to ensure
better
environmental
work,
consistent
returns
for
good environmental
work
and insurable
professionals.
How Will those
for auditors
and site assessors
relate
to each other?
Should
environmental
The
role
of insurance
r’esolved.

insurance
be
in Canadian

mandata-y
regulatory

for

certain
systems

activities?
should

be

10.0 THE PREVENTION

OF FUTURE

CONTAMINATION

INTRODUCTION

The diffculties
noted in ail the earlier
sections
of this report are testimony
to
the need to avoid contaminated
sites in the Iïrst place.
They are a ver-y clear
manifestation
of the old saw that an ounce of prevention
is worth a Pound
of
cure, or the more recent Fram oil lïlter advertisement
that notes “you cari pay
me now, or you cari pay me later.”
Later is always more expensive
and, very
often, the ones left to pay are not the same ones that created the problem
in the
Iïrst instance.
It may be the second
or the third purchaser
of the car.
For
contaminated
sites, it may be future generations.
DISCUSSION

OF ISSUES

Pollution
prevention
initiatives
are gaining
momentum
across the country
led
by a couple
of specific
programs.
In 1993, the CCME published
A National
Commitment
to Pollution
Prevention.
This document
made
clear the CCME
members’
beliefs that it is much better to anticipate
and prevent
pollution
than
to clean it up alter the pollution
has occurred.
The CCME defined
pollution
prevention
as “the use of processes,
practices,
mater-L&
and energy that avoid
or minimise
the creation
of pollutants
and wastes.”
This definition
is consistent
with the avoidance
of the creation
of contaminated
sites.
However,
as with
other commitments
made at the CCME table, each govemment
is free to utilize
elements
of this
commitment
or not.
Consequently,
implementation
of
pollution
prevention
by
environment
departments
has
ranged
from
rationalisations
of «we’re already doing it” to developing
significant
new focus in
programming
such as in British
Columbia.
The typical
approach
to environmental
regulation
in the past has ùeen to limit,
collect
or treat pollution
after it has been produced
in various
industrial
processes.
The thrust
intended
under
a pollution
prevention
regime
is to
substitute
less hazardous
raw mater-i&,
change an industrial
process,
capture
and re-use in closed loop systems
other wastes,
etc. This requires
initiative
on
the part
of businesses,
support&
policies
and practices
on the part
of
regulators
and the general support
of a full-cost
pricing
regime.
Even without
the support
that full-cost
pricing
would
bring
to a pollution
prevention
approach,
some companies
bave turned
pollution
prevention
into a
money-saver,
if not a money maker.
The 3M Company
and The Body Shop are
cases in point,
but there are other,
smaller
businesses
that have made
a
success
of pollution
prevention
as well, among
them dry cleaners
and photo
Iïlm processors.
Government
departments
cari support
a preventative
approach
to pollution
through
the use of market-based
instruments
that provide
incentive
for more
innovative
approaches
and by reducing,
but not eliminating,
the i-eliance on a
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command
and control
style of regulation.
Command
and control
often results
in government
being Ixescriptive
or restrictive
in a way that inhibim
individual
and innovative
solutions.
Yet its, strength
is its ability
(admittcdly,
not always
exercised)
t.o talte the bad actors to task
somrthing
business,
thc public
and
government
a11 wish to sec.
Pollution
prevention
is gaining
momentum.
Evidence
of this in business
circles
is the Responsible
Care
program
of the Canadian
Chemical
Producei-s’
Association
which
was
developed
in
Canada
but
has
been
adopted
internationally.
In 1993,
the Ontario
Ministv
of Environment
ami Energ
published
Pollution
Prevention
Planning,
Guidance
Docunren.t
and Workbook
to
provide
an introduction
to the concepts
and principles
of pollut.ion
prevention,
its planning
and implementation.
Later
that
year,
CCME
produced
its
Commitment.
Then, in 1995, the House of Gommons
St.anding
Committee
on
Environment
and Sustainable
Development
published
its report
on the future
of the Cnnndinrz
Environmerrtnl
Protection
Act and gave the report
a clear
pollution
prevention
focus, entitling
it It’s About OUT HenEth! Towrrrds
Pollufion
P7-~UenfiO7L
In May
1996,
the CCME
ministers
approved
a strategy
foi
encouraging
and
implementing
pollution
prevention.
In approving
this
strategy,
ministers
emphasized
that pollution
prevention
was at the top of the
hierarchy
of environmental
protection
activities.
In June
1996
British
Columbia’s
ministry
of Environment
Lands
and
Pa,rks
published
R!I
Introduction

to PO/~L&~

Preuention

Plarmirrg.

The International
Organisation
for Standardization
(ISO) has de~~elopcd
a
standard
for environmental
management
systems.
This standard,
known
as
It
the ISO 14000
series, is voluntaiy
and is presently
available
in draft for-m.
calls for each registrant
to have an environmental
policy.
Pollution
prevention
must
be stressed
and
registrants
are required
to commit
to continuai
improvement.
The adoption
of an environmental
management
systrm
does nor
guarant.ee
becrer environmental
performance.
Ilowever,
it supports
and makcs
more probable
such an outcome
and thus cari be expected
to contribute
to the
prevention
of future contamination.
Most regulators
are not unhappy
with
pollution
prevention
regime.
However,
way to go in:

their rate of progress
towards
many acknowledge
that there

a strong
is a long

designing
the future
regulatory
regime and determining
the respective
of command
and control
and voluntay
approaches,
l
developing
and implementing
appropriate
marke::-based
incentives,
0 malcing appi’opriatr
use of financial
assurances
ilnd insui-ancc,
and
* developin:g
:ind implementing
full cost or inter-nalized
pr-icin:g.
l

apparent:
neetl
is an earl,y
Anothe1contamination
when
il: does
occur.
contaminating
activities,
early detection

warning
BettïrOC leaks

roles

and
raactioii
s\-stîni
fi,1
~nio:-c<:zmcnt
oi‘ pot.enliail~oi- improper
treatment
and

..

immediate
contamination

corrective
of lands

actions
and water

are
a11
resources.

important

in

reducing

future

Stakeholders,
as much
as regulators,
believe
that there is much
left to do.
Canada
has
only
scratched
the
surface
of market-based
instruments.
Businesses
want the flexibility
in response
that such instruments
allow.
They
Environmental
nonwant
more
opportunity
for voluntary
approaches.
governmental
organizations
are skeptical
of the reasons that market-based
and
voluntary
approaches
are being pursued
and are worried
about loss of public
control.
However,
they too are supportive
of the broad
goals of pollution
prevention.
It is urgent
that the future
regulatory
regime be defîned
soon.
How do the
various
components
interact
to produce
a system?
Who Will be accountable
for
which
elements?
Until
this is resolved,
skeptics
Will remain
skeptics
and
understandably
SO. This is a priority
for Canadians
to grve all the interests
the .comfort
they need, to reassure
them that the regulatory
regime Will be open
to the public,
that it Will be effective
in protecting
the environment,
that it Will
be predictable,
that it Will be flexible
in embracing
innovative
approaches
and
that it Will identify
and punish
those whose environmental
performance
is poor.
SUMMARY

OF ISSUES

.

How cari better
enforcement,
contaminants
and
appropriate
releases
have been discovered

improved
early
detection
and
timely
corrective
be attained?

.

In order
to set the stage fully
to
develop
and
implement
voluntary
approaches,
fïnancial

for pollution
appropriate
assurances

.

It would
regulatory
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prevention,
market-based
and full-cost

be diffïcult
to develop
and
implement
regime
in the absence
of a broad
national

of releases
of
actions
when

there
is a need
instruments,
pricing.

a successful
consensus.

new
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INTRODUCTION
There are a number
of issues which
do net fit well or exclusively
within
the
previous
headings.
These issues include
specitïc technical
challenges,
the need
for more involvement
of municipalities
in planning
broader
and site speciflc
regulatory
approaches,
the need for follow-up
on what is already
known,
and
the diffculties
caused by technicaljargon.
DISCUSSION

OF ISSUES

Knowledge
about
specitïc
contaminants,
their mobility
and associated
health
and
environmental
impacts
continues
to grow.
The
demand
for this
information,
however,
seems to outstrip
the rate of such growth.
There is much
to learn
about
the behaviour
and toxicity
of specilïc
contaminants.
For
example,
how might
guidelines
be set for total petroleum
hydrocarbons
(TPH)
when the constituents
change
from case to case?
How does one assess the
ecological
effects of volatile
compounds
which don? stay in the soi1 long enough
for existing
tests
to measure
their
impact?
What
kinds
of management
solutions
cari meet environment
and health
protection
needs
and still be
sensitive
to economic
requirements?
There are challenges
in restoring
certain
soils, particularly
the fine-grained
clays.
As an example,
while thermal
phase separation
has proved very effective
in treating
certain
soi1 - contaminant
combinations,
it failed in recent tests on
wood-treating
chemicals
in clay soils.
Bio-remediation
has held great promise
for both insitu
and exsihc treatment
of certain
contaminants.
However,
its
limitations
are still being revealed.
On occasion,
sites Will need to be cleaned
up to background
or near-background
levels.
For some contaminants,
this is
not possible
due to a lack of the appropriate
technology.
In short,
there are
numerous
technical
challenges
which
ought
to be addressed
on a priority
basis.
Municipalities
have often been too distant
from policy-level
discussions
on
contaminated
sites. That order of government
Will be increasingly
implicated
in
The
impact
of
government
budget
reductions
is
environmental
protection.
being pushed
to the next lower order of government.
The federal
govemment
off-loads
to the provinces
and the provinces
to the municipalities.
In most
cases, municipal
government
is the final stop.
lmplementation
cari end up
being their responsibility.
Better
communication
among
orders
of governments,
especially
between
Municipal
provincial
and
municipal
governments
would
be helpful.
govemments
are implicated
and bave a right to a voice in such issues
as
liability
allocation,
bankruptcy
and
insolvency
legislation
and
practice,
browntïelds
re-development
and the resolution
of the “how clean is clean”
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debate.
Integration
of provincial
and municipal
actions
on contaminated
sites
is critical in setting clean-up
criteriw fol- land being returned
to particular
uses.
Remediation
consistent
with industrial
or commerci~al
land uses cannot
safely
support
residential
uses or zoning.
Provincial
gov3lments
direct remediation
while
municipal
governments
do zoning.
It is important
that~ these actions
be
mutually
supportive.
Some ongoing
contaminated
site creation
problems
result,
net from a lack of
knowledge
of the problem
or how to correct
or avoid it, but from a lack of
political
Will to require
the corrective
actions.
The example
that most easily
Springs to mind is that of underground
storage tanks of service stations
in the
Prairie
Provinces.
Many service
stations
in small
communities
are familyowned.
A government
order to replace
t:heir underground
storage
tanks with
new double-walled
tanks with leak detection
capability,
could stretch
owners’
financing
abilities
to the breaking
point.
In turn, the loss of a service station in
a hamlet
in decline
could hasten that decline and thus, carries a high political
price.
The “solution”
has often been to “grandfat~her”
the small
operators,
giving them an additional
10 or 15 years to comply.
Thus, contaminants
are
allowed
to begin
or continue
to le&.
What
are the future
costs of this
sanctioned
inaction?
Sites more difficult:
and expensive
to clean-up?
Another
generation
of orphan
sites?
Perhaps
it is anothelexample
of “you cari psy mc
now, or you cari psy me later.”
Finally,
thr creation
and use of awkwa~-tl,
ambiguous
or c\:en misleading
I.C’I’ITIS
?‘his
is
illustI-ated
by
thr-ee
is harmful
to communicat,ion
ami undersmnding.
examples.
A word used throughour
this repor’: is “rcmediat,ion”.
lt is possible
that many readers
Will think
of remediation
as a synonym
for restoration
OIrehabilitation.
IHowever,
remediation
has corne to include
containment
and
management
of contaminants.
This cari be confusin g and fruste-ating
and c,an
Iead to more cynicism
on the, parr of the public.
Another
example
of a term that cari cause discomfort
or result
in derisive
comment
is the use of “halo”,
not to denote
something
related
to spiritual
purity
or the after-life,
but to mean an ar‘ea of contaminant
concentrations
in
excess of background.
This is a term with positive
connotations
used to
describe
something
negative.
Of course,
“sustainable
development”
seems destined
to be one of the most
inconsistently-used
terms
in history.
Not because
anyone
attempts
to be
misleading,
but because
the term has a number
of meanings
that are accepted
by various
communities
of intrrcsi.
Thus,
thr term
gers used to justify
envir-onmenl~al
inil:iatives
one minurc,
<:<~onomir~ initiat.ives
lhr next antl social
policies the minute
aficr- I~liai.

l

l

.

l

There is a need to address
cutbacks.
Setting
priorities
The lack of municipal
regard
to contaminated
reotified.
Political
Will
contamination.
Communication
development

involvement
sites Will

is sometimes

and

technical
among

lacking

and understanding
use of terminology.

challenges
&ven
those challenges
in developing
continue
to

in the

policy
and pradice
be problematic
if

prevention

has rarely

during
this time
Will be critical.

been

of

in
not

or limiting

of site

an objective

in the
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12.0 PUBLIC

INVOLVEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Public understanding
of contaminated
sites is often relatively
poor.
This is not
the fault of the public
but simply
reflects
that information
on the existence
of
sites is incomplete;
that site characterization
is often only partially
complete;
that we’re still learning
about contaminants,
the receiving
environment,
human
health
and the interactions
amongst
them;
and,
that
the technologies
of
analysis
and remediation
are advancing
and distancing
themselves
from the
public.
The consequence
of this is that the public
input
to contaminated
sites
discussions
may be fearful,
imperfectly
informed
and very cautious
and selfserving.
This leads developers
and govemments,
wrongly,
to be hesitant
to
involve citizens
fully.
Instead,
interest
groups
speak “for the public”,
though
this may be entirely
unsanctioned.
DISCUSSION

OF ISSUES

When the quality
there are at least

of citizens’
four possible

input
to contaminated
causes:

sites

discussions

is poor

Firstly,
information
on contaminated
sites is not widely
available.
Public
registries
are only now being established
in a few jurisdictions
in Canada.
This makes it extremely
diftïcult
for the public
to inform
themselves.
If one
doesn’t know that the site exists one cannot
ask intelligent
questions
about
it. One cannot
seek involvement
in its remediation
or management.

l

Secondly,
the public is becoming
skeptical
of experts and their assurances
of
%o measurable
effect” or “the contamination
is virtually
immobile”
or, “the
risk is at acceptable
levels.”
The public
has correctly
discemed
that expert
opinions
represent
best judgment
and that means different
experts
Will give
different
answers
of approximately
equal
credibility.
This
means
that
sometimes
valid
information
on a site is assumed
to be biased
and is
accordingly
discounted
by the public.

l

l

l

Thirdly,
our knowledge
of the impacts
of various
pollutants
is
evolving,
it is not absolute
or complete.
What
is considered
insigniiïcant
today cari become signifïcant
tomorrow
or vice verso.

always
to be

Lastly,
the gap between
the levels of knowledge
of the scientists,
the
regulators
and developers
on one hand and the general
public
on the other
Will get translated
into a difference
in the ability of individuals
to participate
in decision-making.
Thus, those in the know may be heard to say, “yes, but
the
public
won’t
understand,”
or “this
is too
technic.al;
it’ll
be
misunderstood,”
etc.
This is exacerbated
by the fact that technological
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development
is proceeding
and validated
scientifïcally
(cg. risk assessment).

quickly
before

and
they

new techniques
are being
bave any credibility
with

introduced
the public

Why
might
the public
want
to get involved
in discussions
related
to
contaminated
sites?
There are elements
of the public
that are motivated
to do
the right thing for the broader
environment.
However,
the prime motivation
for
the public
seems to be public
health;
their own health,
the health
of their
children
or of future
generations.
A secondary
motivation,
but nonetheless
a
very important
one, is the effect of contamination
on the value
of adjacent
properties.
Of
most importance
is the value of one’s own property.
This
aspect cari bring a community
together
in opposition
to or acceptance
of a
particular
clean-up
or management
plan.
There is a broader
underlying
reason why the public
may want to be involved
and that is that they wish to be masters
of their own destiny,
or, if not masters,
they want at least to bave some measure
of control
over what happens
to them.
At one time, the public
was content
to bave their government
speak for them,
but that trust has diminished.
This may have its genesis
in governments’
increasing
tendency
to listen to interest
groups as representatives
of the public
instead
of involving
the broader
public
or it may stem from an understanding
of governments’
reduced
capacity.
This desire
for involvement
on
following
views
held
variously
regulators:
.
l
l
l

.
l
l
l
l

.

the

part of the
by
responsible

public
runs
parties,

up against
developers

the
and

we should talk to the public about this,
but, they won’t understand,
the public Will perceive problems
where none exist,
the media Will blow those problems
out of all proportion,
the public
is too emotional,
it’ll take. too much time,
they’ll never be happy,
it’ll cost too much,
the local politicians
Will use the opportunity
for grandstanding,
and
it’s too diffïcult,
to identify
the legitimate
representatives
to whom we should
talk.

Of course,
are people

this list overstates
in every organization

it for many
that want

and doesn’t
to see proper,

acknowledge
that there
effective participation.

Experience
has shown
time and again that involvement
should
be early and
substantive
to be meaningful.
Too often,
good plans
have been derailed
because
people that had the capability
of derailing
a solution
were not engaged
A good solution
for a contaminated
site is
in the development
of that solution.
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one t,hat Will bave achieved
broad
community
ownership.
accomplished
bu holding
one meeting
at the end of a technical

This
process.

is

not

Some will argue that: this is a public
relations
job. Or, the phrase
“the public
must be cducated”
is heard.
Indeed,
there is a place for education.
But it is
important
to remember
that education
is a two-way
process.
Good educators
learn as much as they teach.
There is no one party in possession
of the whole
truth.
If one party believes they are, the process of imparting
that information
cesses to be education
and instead
becomes
indoctrination.
The information
thus imparted
cesses to be knowledge
and becomes
propaganda.
Propaganda
has a lesser and even negativr
value.
A dialogue
between
the technical
experts
and the public would bave significant.
value.
Recent~
Protection
such as
specific
is made
combined
to issues
warran?

Alberta
experience
may
be inst~ructive.
Alberta
Environmental
has found that the public
cari overcome
its skepticism
of techniques
risk assessment
as long as they are involved
from the beginning.
On a
remediation
project,
this means involving
the public
before the choice
to use a risk assessment
approach.
There
are other
models
for
public
and stakeholderinvolvement
that may bave some application
of c,ontaminated
sites.
The National
Building
Code approach
may
attention.

11 is notewoi-thy
t:hat it is not only
i-csponsible
parties,
developers
and
rcgulat.ors
xho are from rime 10 time guihI; of disîounting
rhe valuc of public
invohcmcnt.
i\$any “public”
inter-est groups
do this also, excusing
it~ becausc
t.hey don? ilaxe the resources
to “fight cleanly”
or- “the developers
hold all thc
cards,” or “thc regulators
are in the pockets of the proponents,”
and SO on.
A final issue is that there is cynicism
among many interested
governmenr
list~ens too much to the other interested
parties.
untrue
in general
but bas some trut,h in individual
cases.
though,
the att.itude
reflects
the reality
that processes
could
that interactions
are visible and shared as much as possible.
If there are a few principles
issues related to contaminated

at the root of public
sites, they would be:

parties
that the
This is probably
Moi-c importantly
be more open SO

involvement

in resolving

there should
be mutual
respect
for- all interested
parties
to be involved
in
decision-making
where the results
may affect t-hem,
0 there should
be a trust that people corne to the table with good and serious
intent in any shared clecision-making
process,
* there should
be a belief that the public
cannot
only learn from involvcmcnt,
bur ca,, ah
t~rxh,
l
involvcment.
oppor-l:unities
should
be shared
amon g a11 interesled
par-ries t:o
!x most positi\:c
and useful,
and
* somc ground~vorlt
is required
t,c aicI in thç cstablishmeni
0i mutual
r-espcct
and trust.
It: won’t just happen.
l

SUMMARY
l

l

.

l

OF ISSUES

How
cari the
public
be better
their
existence,
the
nature
contaminants
move
and the
contaminants
on the environment
Information
yet exist

systems
or are only

General
information
been readily
available.
How cari
bridged?
publicly.

l

.

to support
in the early
about

the growing
gap
New technologies

o Public
involvement
on problems
and
makers.
Education
What
efforts
parties?

the

casier
stages

between
the
are being

process

be taken

to

public
involvement
of development.

existence

and the value
solutions
seems

is a two-way
cari

informed
about
contaminated
of contaminants,
the
ways
effects
or la&
of effects
of
and human
health?

but
begin

either

of contaminated

sites

public
and technical
validated
scientiiïcally

the public
brings
to be unrecognized

is too
building

often

don?

has

experts
but

not

be
not

to the deliberations
by many
decision-

thought
trust

sites
in
which
particular

among

to be one-way.
a11 interested
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